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This study focused on providing applicable control solutions for spacecraft magnetic
attitude control system. Basically, two main lines are pursued; first, developing de-
tumbling control laws and second, an improvement in the three-axis attitude control
schemes by extending magnetic rods activation time.
Spacecraft, after separation from the launching mechanism, experiences a tumbling
phase due to an undesired angular momentum. In this study, we present a new effi-
cient variant of the B-dot detumbling law by introducing a substitute of the spacecraft
angular velocity, based on the ambient magnetic field data. This B-dot law preserves
the orthogonality, among the applied torque, dipole moment and magnetic field vec-
tors. Most of the existing variants of the B-dot law in the literature don’t preserve
this orthogonality. Furthermore, the problem of minimum-time spacecraft magnetic
detumbling is revisited within the context of optimal control theory. Two formu-
lations are presented; the first one assumes the availability of the angular velocity
measurements for feedback. The second formulation assumes the availability of only
the ambient magnetic field measurements in the feedback; the latter is considered
another optimal-based B-dot law. A reduction in detumbling time is fulfilled by the
proposed laws along with less power consumption for the proposed B-dot laws.
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In magnetic attitude maneuvers, magnetic rods and magnetometers usually operate
alternatively, to avoid the magnetic rods’ noise effect on magnetometers measure-
ments. Because of that, there will be no control authority over the spacecraft during
the magnetometer measurement period. Hence longer maneuver times are usually
experienced. In this study, a control scheme that enables the extension of the mag-
netic rods’ activation time is developed, regardless of the attitude control law. The
key concept is replacing the real magnetic field measurement by a pseudo measure-
ment, which is computed based on other sensors measurements. By applying a known
command to the spacecraft and measuring the spacecraft response, it is possible to
compute the ambient magnetic field around the spacecraft. The system mathematical
singularity is solved using the Tikhonov regularization approach. Another developed
approach estimats the magnetic field, using a relatively simple and fast dynamic
model inside a Multiplicative Extended Kalman Filter. A less maneuver time with
less power consumption are fulfilled. These control approaches are further validated
using real telemetry data from CASSIOPE mission.
This dissertation develops a stability analysis for the spacecraft magnetic attitude
control, taking into consideration the alternate operation between the magnetic rods
and the magnetometers. It is shown that the system stability degrades because of
this alternate operation, supporting the proposed approach of extending the operation




This dissertation describes the design and analysis of the detumbling control laws
for small spacecraft in low earth orbit using magnetic rods only. A novel gain-based
B-dot law is developed. Moreover, the problem of minimum-time spacecraft attitude
detumbling within the context of optimal control theory is developed and solved.
Furthermore, novel control schemes are developed for three-axis attitude control.
These control schemes enable the spacecraft to carry out attitude maneuver in less
time with less power consumption and improve the system stability. These control
scheme are further validated via real telemetry data from the CAScade, Smallsat and
IOnospheric Polar Explorer (CASSIOPE) mission.
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1.1 Background
Attitude Control Systems (ACSs) play an essential role in almost every task during
spacecraft’s lifetime, such as Apogee Booster Motor (ABM), normal operation, sur-
vival mode, and de-orbiting at the end of the spacecraft’s mission. Whereas numerous
studies on attitude control actuators have been conducted over years, a particular in-
terest is in magnetic rods.
Magnetic rods, and sometimes called magnetorquers or magnetic actuators, are fea-
tured by several interesting properties such as simple design and operation (there is
no need for moving parts or plumbing,) low weight, energy efficient, long life time with
high reliability, and their ability to modulate smoothly the control torque, which does
not induce unwanted coupling with the flexible mode (which is the case when using
thrusters) [1–3]. These advantages of magnetic rods attract the designers to con-
sider them as favorable candidates for performing three-axis attitude and detumbling
maneuvers for small spacecraft [4].
A survey of worldwide pico- and nanosatellite missions highlights that the magnetic
attitude control is very popular in nanosatellites either passive or active. About 40%
of the nanosatellites have magnetic rods for active magnetic attitude control [5]. They
are especially suitable in practice in low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites [2, 3]. Magnetic
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rods are by far the cheapest, however their drawbacks include poor accuracy and even
instantaneous under actuation [6]. Yet, they are widely studied for satellite attitude
control as described in many references such as [6–25].
Magnetic rods have been used as a primary actuator for detumbling maneuvers [26–
31], and also for attitude acquisition maneuvers [32, 33] with gravity gradient space-
craft [34] and the momentum biased spacecraft [2, 35–38], whether the goal is earth
pointing [3, 16] or inertial pointing [10, 11]. For spacecraft that are actuated mainly
by reaction wheels, magnetic rods can still be used as secondary actuators for mo-
mentum management [2, 4].
In conjunction with using the magnetic rods for magnetic attitude control, magne-
tometers are usually used for measuring the spacecraft external or ambient magnetic
field. Magnetometers are featured as relatively inexpensive equipment and reliable,
which can be easily redundant if necessary. The magnetic field measurements are
sometimes used to compute the control command for magnetic rods. For example, in
detumbling maneuvers, the B-dot control law is widely used to compute the control
command, where the time rate of change of the ambient magnetic field is used [39].
For three-axis attitude control, magnetometer measurements is a main component in
the ACS as can be found in several references such as [37, 38, 40–49].
In addition, magnetometer measurements can also be used in attitude determination.
In such case, each three-axis magnetometer measurement provides only two axes of
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attitude information. Therefore, an Euler model for spacecraft attitude propagation
between measurements is usually used to solve the lack of attitude determination from
a single frame [14]. There are several approaches that can be used for the latter pur-
pose. Psiaki et al. [50] proposed an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) for attitude, rate
and constant disturbance torque estimation based on magnetic field measurements
and their time derivatives. Tortora et al. [51] proposed a fast angular rate estimation
scheme using magnetometer readings, assuming that the inertial ambient magnetic
field vector does not significantly change during the short sampling time. An analytic
approach is used in [51] that does not require attitude information. Humphreys et al.
[14] presented a magnetometer-based filter and smoother for estimating the attitude,
rate, and boom orientations for a spinning spacecraft that has wire booms. Abdel-
rahman and Park employed the Sigma-Point Kalman Filter for spacecraft three-axis
attitude and rate estimation based on magnetometer measurements and their time
derivatives. This filter’s capability in estimating the attitude is better than 5 deg,
and the rate error is on the order of 0.03 [deg/s] in each axis [52].
In the above cited studies, the magnetometer readings are compared with the prop-
agated values from a high order magnetic field model, such as the World Magnetic
Model (WMM) or the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) to estimate
the spacecraft attitude. Another usage of these models is magnetometers calibration
[53–56].
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1.2 Magnetic Attitude Control Challenges
Despite the discussed advantages of magnetic attitude control systems, several chal-
lenges, whether natural or raised from design, usually limit the attitude control system
capabilities. This section is dedicated to discuss these challenges. Along with some
of the most common proposed solutions in the literature. These challenges will be
categorized as magnetic rods’ challenges in the first subsection and magnetometer’s
challenges in the remaining two subsections as follows.
1.2.1 Magnetic Attitude Control Singularity
Magnetic attitude control systems are usually under-actuated. This can be attributed
to the fact that the magnetic rods operate on the basis of the interaction between
current-driven magnetic coils and the ambient magnetic field to generate the torque
[8, 9]. However, the torques are constrained to remain in the plane orthogonal to
the ambient magnetic field vector. Therefore, the three axis magnetic control is only
possible if the spacecraft orbit sees a variation of the ambient magnetic field that
is sufficient to guarantee the stability and controllability of the spacecraft [2, 57],
which is usually possible in inclined orbits. In addition to the ambient magnetic field
variability, Yang [45] pointed out that there are additional constraint condition on
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Figure 1.1: The desired Treq and the projected T torques for a given
ambient magnetic field B vector.
the spacecraft inertia tensor to guarantee the controllability, when the problem is
approximated by a linear time-varying system.
The control task for such under-actuated systems is more challenging [58]. The space-
craft required torque Treq, which is computed using the designed control law, in gen-
eral is not in the plane that is orthogonal to the ambient magnetic field vector B. The
required torque vector Treq has infinity projection vectors on the plane that orthogo-
nal to the ambient magnetic field vector B. However, intuitively, the projected vector
that leads to the minimum losses (minimum maneuver time and minimum power con-
sumption) for this Treq is the one that preserves the minimum residual torque. The
most common method to mitigate this problem is by using projection-based control
technique. Where, magnetometer measurements are used to ensure that the com-
puted dipole moment vector M results in a torque vector T that is in the orthogonal
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plane to the ambient magnetic field vector. This is done in a way to minimize the
residual torque vector ∆T between the required Treq and the computed torque T
vectors, see fig.1.1.
1.2.2 Magnetometer errors
Three-axis magnetometer measurements may be corrupted by both constant and
time-varying errors [53, 54, 59]. These errors are due to manufacturing tolerances
and the surrounding environment as summarized below.
1.2.2.1 Manufacturing Tolerance Errors
The manufacturing tolerance errors include:
1. Null Shift Errors, also known as DC offset or zero bias, are a constant off-
set that shifts the output of the sensor. This error will result in a constant
magnetometer bias, due to magnetometer manufacturing materials.
2. Scale Factor Errors are caused by uncertainty in the constant of proportion-
ality between the local magnetic field (sensor input) and the sensor output.
3. Non-Linearity Error includes all the deviation from a linear relationship
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between the sensor input and output.
4. Non-orthogonality Error is the deviation from orthogonal sensor axes. It
can be caused by manufacturing error.
5. Sensor noise is the stochastic component of the sensor output. It is assumed
here in this study as zero mean Gaussian distribution [59].
1.2.2.2 Surrounding Environment Errors
The surrounding environment errors include:
1. Soft Iron Materials Error is due to the generated magnetic field in response
to externally applied magnetic field. This results in a magnetometer bias, yet
the magnitude of the fields produced by soft iron materials are insignificant
compared to the ambient field. Soft iron materials also cause a scale factor
error.
2. Hard Iron Error, typically, is caused by unwanted magnetic fields near the
magnetometer due to ferromagnetic (hard iron) materials. This error will result
in an offset between the ambient and measured magnetic fields and can be
parametrized by a constant bias in each magnetometer axis.
3. Non-Orthogonality Error can also caused by the effect of the surrounding
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environment such as thermal or mechanical strain.
4. Time-Varying Biases caused by the generated magnetic field due to current
driven through the spacecraft nearby electronics especially the magnetic rods.
These biases are the most dominate errors and the available design solutions,
to lessen these biases, in the literature, add to the system challenges as will be
discussed in the following.
Magnetometer measurements degrade because of the above mentioned errors, which
traditionally limit their utility in satellites. One way to fix this problem is to use
a boom to provide physical separation between the magnetometer and the satellite
[60]. In other situations, the ambient magnetic field measurements are collected at
intermittent times, which are selected to be different from the times in which the
magnetic rods (coils) are actuated (a duty cycle for the rods). This is carried out
by switching the magnetic coils on and off, so that the magnetometer is not affected
by the magnetic field of the magnetic coils [24, 61–63], see fig.1.2. This approach,
however, could lead to a degradation in the performance in terms of the maneuver
time, electrical power consumption [62] and steady state error for attitude acquisition
maneuvers.
For space scientific missions that are dedicated for measuring the earth magnetic
field, such as the CAScade Smallsat and IOnospheric Polar Explorer (CASSIOPE)
mission, both a boom is used to put the magnetometers away from the rest of the
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Figure 1.2: Magnetic rods operate at alternate times with the magnetome-
ters, to reduce noises on the latter.
satellite electronic components, and a intermittent operation for the magnetic rods
is implemented [60]. Such a solution leads to more complex structures, more weight,
and increased system complexity due to the boom deployment mechanism. For small
satellites or low cost missions that use magnetic rods, the magnetic rods are usually
operated in a intermittent fashion on a duty cycle, as shown in fig. 1.2.
Figure 1.3 shows the cycle of activation for the magnetic rods and the magnetometer
measurements. Starting by activating the magnetic rods, the rise period is the time
required by the system to rise the current or equivalently the generated dipole moment
from zero to the maximum value for constant current. While in the fall period, the
dipole moment or the current will go down to zero. A desaturation period includes
the fall period and the separation between the fall period end and the measurements
period; this desaturation period’s function, as its name implies, is to desaturates the
generated magnetic field from the magnetic rods in order to eliminate their effect
on the ambient magnetic field measurements. The rise time and desaturation period
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Figure 1.3: Time structure for the intermittent process of the magnetic
rods controller command and the related time terminology definitions
needed by the magnetic rod is constant and is a manufacturer specification.
The duty cycle is the percentage of the cycle (sampling time Ts) that defines the max-
imum activation time of the magnetic rods. For example, a 0.6 duty cycle (δ) means
that the maximum activation time for the magnetic rods for the entire maneuver time
is 60%, where 0 < δ < 1. Ignoring such an important factor in the analysis, design
and simulation may give erroneous results. The activation time vector ton for the






where Mmax is the maximum allowable dipole moment. The commanded current
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direction in each axis has the same sign as the corresponding component of the M
vector. Equation (1.1) enables the computation of the width of the modulated signal
from the controller to the actuator. The summation of the ton vectors over the entire
maneuver time will be used later as a measure for the magnetic rods activation time
or power consumption during the simulations.
1.2.3 Magnetometer Calibration
High order models, such as (WMM and IGRF), can be used for magnetometer calibra-
tion [53, 54]. These models are usually around the 10th order or more. For example,
the WMM consists of a 12th order spherical-harmonic main (i.e., core-generated) field
model comprised of 168 spherical-harmonic Gauss coefficients. The Secular Varia-
tion (SV) is also considered since the Earth’s liquid-iron outer core that contributes
to most the Earth’s magnetic field intensity changes distinctively from year to year.
This SV is calculated by a linear SV model in the WMM. However, due to some
nonlinear variations, the WMM must be updated every 5 years; and the next update
was scheduled to take place in 2020 . Due to unknown reasons, as of the time this
dissertation is being written, the North Pole movement rate has increased more than
the predicted rate, heading from Canada to Siberia. Therefore, in the meantime, the
accuracy of the WMM is questionable; and may lead to unacceptable accuracy for
navigation purposes. As a result, the WMM is now planned to be updated during
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2019 [64, 65]. This triggered the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency to carry
out a global competition ($1.2M NGA’s MagQuest) to inspire scientists to find new
ways to ensure that there is reliable, sustainable geomagnetic data to feed into the
World Magnetic Model 1.
1.3 Magnetic Attitude Control Maneuvers
This section is dedicated to discuss mainly two attitude maneuvers that can be fulfilled
using the magnetic rods; the detumbling maneuver and the three-axis attitude control
maneuvers.
1.3.1 Detumbling Maneuvers
The goal of the spacecraft detumbling is to bring the spacecraft angular velocity
from initial condition, most probably featured by high angular momentum, down to
zero angular momentum in the ideal case. This detumbling task is required after
separation from the deployment mechanism at the initial phase or after retrieving
the spacecraft from energy save mode or survival mode that must turn off the power
of the ACS. Failure to detumble the spacecraft sufficiently within the designed time
1https://www.magquest.com/
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frame, may lead to uncontrollable spacecraft and/or significant power consumption.
Thus, several studies have focused on this problem searching for a reliable solution
with minimum risk. Tight requirements on the reliability of the detumbling actuators
and sensors, and on the simplicity of the adopted control law, usually drive the design
of the detumbling control system [4]. This usually leads to the use of magnetic rods;
as they are considered excellent candidates for driving a detumbling spacecraft along
with ambient magnetic field information sensor.
Some magnetic detumbling control approaches require the availability of both the
spacecraft angular velocity (measured or estimated such as the work in [51]), along
with the ambient magnetic field information. In reference [1], for instance, the space-
craft angular velocity is used in the feedback loop to obtain the required or the de-
signed torque Treq. This control law is of type projection-based control laws. These
control laws preserve the Triple Orthogonality Condition (TOC) between the dipole
moment M, the ambient magnetic field B, and the generated spacecraft applied
torque T vectors in the ideal case, see fig.1.1.
For the gyros, however, there is a limitation of the maximum spacecraft angular
velocity that the gyros can sense. Moreover, the gyros suffer low reliability; for
example, the Hubble Space Telescope was put into safe hold mode due to the failure
of gyros [51] and the technical team were able to recover this situation.
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Other magnetic detumbling control approaches, however, use only the ambient mag-
netic field measurements to compute the control torque. This is because the magnetic
field rate of change is a good indicator of the change in the spacecraft orientation.
This detumbling control law is called B-dot law which was first proposed in [26]. This
control law depends on computing the derivative of the ambient magnetic field (as
can be inferred from the controller name,) in the spacecraft body frame. The ambient
magnetic field derivative is then used as an indication of the spacecraft angular veloc-
ity with the assumption of high angular velocity. However, there is a degradation in
the B-dot controller performance when the angular velocity is low, which is usually
the case when the spacecraft is close to being fully detumbled, or if the initial angular
velocity happens to be small [66]. Since the development of the first B-dot control,
there has been several variants of it, designed for the detumbling maneuver [27–31],
and also for attitude acquisition [32, 33].
Few studies address the time-optimal detumbling using only magnetic rods. Avanzini
and Giulietti [1] provided a sub-optimal gain expression based on analyzing the closed
loop dynamics of the spacecraft angular velocity component that is orthogonal to the
earth magnetic field. This gain expression is a function of the orbital inclination,
orbital rate, and minimum moment of inertia component. This gain expression is
provided for two cases: the first case assumes the availability of the angular velocity
measurements, and the second case assumes the availability of only the magnetic field
measurements. Juchnikowski et al. [67] derived analytically a time-optimal B-dot law
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gain as a function of the magnitude of the magnetic field and its derivative. However,
the derivation is limited only to the case of spacecraft with spherical symmetry of mass
distribution. Juchnikowski et al. extended their work, numerically only, and showed
that the time-optimal B-dot law gain gives promising results for non-symmetrical
satellites [68]. Bohm et al. [69] presented a Nonlinear Model Predictive Control
(NMPC) approach for spacecraft angular moment damping in the initial acquisition
phase. A good performance is achieved at the expense of the computational load.
Ahmed et al. [70] proposed NMPC for damping the spacecraft angular velocity that
is featured by its low computational load due to the added constraint that terminates
the optimization process early, especially when the initial angular velocity is high.
This early termination of the optimization process may lead to non-feasible solutions
at some times. Liu et al. [71] developed detumbling and attitude acquisition control
approaches by combining a B-dot algorithm, a bias momentum algorithm, and a
sliding mode control approach, using magnetic rods along with a pitch bias momentum
wheel.
On the other hand for the purpose of comparison, for fully actuated spacecraft, aim-
ing at minimizing the detumbling maneuver time, several studies developed control
solutions for the time-optimal detumbling maneuvers. Yang and Wu solved the time-
optimal control problem using an iterative procedure for solving the non-linear pro-
gramming problem [72]. Romano derived an analytic solution for detumbling and
nutation cancellation maneuvers for axisymmetric spacecraft [73]. Aghili proposed
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a closed-loop form for this problem taking into account the control effort constraint
[74]. Reference [75] provides a more comprehensive survey of reorientation control
approaches for fully actuated spacecraft.
1.3.2 Three-Axis Attitude Control Maneuvers
The goal of the three-axis attitude control maneuver is to control the spacecraft ori-
entation with respect to a defined frame (such as inertial pointing or earth pointing
maneuvers) or another entity like the celestial sphere, certain fields, and nearby ob-
jects. This maneuver is required for almost all space missions. It depends on the
available onboard measurements and attitude actuators along with the specification
of the desired attitude. Several studies in the literature addressed magnetic three-
axis attitude control problems. Two main lines of work for the magnetic three-axis
attitude control problem can be classified from the literature[76]:
1. Methods based on averaged models. Where the time-varying dynamics of the
magnetically actuated spacecraft is approximated by a time-invariant model
using averaging techniques such as [7, 26].
2. Methods based on full periodic models. As the variability of the geomagnetic
field is almost time-periodic such as [34, 35, 37].
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For instance, Silani and Lovera [2] investigated various linear and nonlinear atti-
tude control methods. The former summarizes classical control, optimal periodic
control and robust control methods, while the latter explored the problem from a
Lyapunov Stability perspective. Reference [2] offers a new approach towards pursu-
ing the attitude control problem using only magnetic actuators based on prediction of
parameters; this was accomplished by assuming the knowledge of the magnetic field
and computing a feasible projected torque in an optimal sense. Astolfi and Lovera
[40] present a magnetic attitude tracking algorithm that needs magnetometers but
does not need rate feedback. A low-gain proportional-derivative-like (PD-like) con-
trol law is used in [40]. Lovera and Astolfi [42] presents a global magnetic attitude
control algorithm using rate feedback in the presence of gravity gradient torque, using
ambient magnetic field measurements. Lovera and Astolfi [7] also presented a solu-
tion based on static attitude with rate feedback and dynamic attitude feedback using
magnetic actuators and sensors, without addressing the issue of magnetic rods noises
on the magnetometers. Wang et al. [3] approached the magnetic attitude control
problem in two steps. First, designing an outer loop within the nonlinear periodic
framework using back stepping for virtual control. Second, designing an inner loop
for attitude acquisition and detumbling, to track virtual signals using a sliding mode
control. The magnetometer measurements were a fundamental part of the proposed
methods; yet the impact of the magnetic rods on the magnetometers was not dis-
cussed. Gerhardt and Palo [13] derived a control strategy depending on the previous
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and current time magnetic fields, which are used to determine the induced magnetism
in the rod. Ivanov et al. [6] solved the spacecraft attitude control and determina-
tion problem with three magnetic rods and three-axis magnetometers; they presented
a control scheme that accounts for inertia tensor uncertainty and unknown natural
disturbances. Gravdahl [77] derived a three-axis magnetic attitude control using feed-
back measurements of the magnetic field and the angular velocity, and showed that
this control is uniformly globally asymptotically stable.
Magnetometer measurements are also used in feedback control in several algorithms
of spacecraft attitude control, as in [11, 16, 22, 23, 29, 34, 36, 42–44, 78–80]. Fur-
thermore, a Lyapunov-based control laws claimed asymptomatic stability or global
stability are developed in [7, 11, 46, 48, 49]. In these algorithms, the above cited
works, the control analysis and design assume continuous-time magnetometer mea-
surements, and continuous actuation of the magnetic rods.
In other studies, however, this issue of the noises on magnetometers due to magnetic
rods are addressed. For instance, Sugimura et al., in [12], developed a magnetic
attitude determination and control algorithm, that uses measurements of only the
magnetometers. Two extended Kalman filters are used in [12]; one for estimating
the angular velocity from magnetometers data using an analytic predictor approach
[51], and the other is for estimating the attitude and angular velocity bias. Sugimura
et al. took into account the implementation of the magnetic control torque in an
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intermittent fashion with duty cycle to avoid interference with the magnetometers.
Celani [61] modified the control law in [7, 11] taking into account the intermittent
actuation of the magnetic rods and magnetometer. However, the total desaturation
period was assumed to be zero (non-realistic assumption). Celani [24, 63] further
designed inertial pointing three-axis magnetic attitude control law, considering the
full desaturation and magnetometer periods, using the state feedback and output
feedback, respectively. Celani [24, 63] reported exponential stability for this control
law.
The activation of the magnetic rods based on a duty cycle, and the alternate oper-
ation of the magnetic rods with magnetometers, leads to an acceptable accuracy of
the magnetic field measurements, from the control point of view for low cost missions
[60]. However, this duty cycle operation results in extended attitude maneuver times,
and may require more activation time of the magnetic rods. This longer activation
time for the magnetic rods can be attributed to not taking the duty cycle operation
into account when designing the control, or/and to the need to compensate for the
more disturbance torques that are encountered when having longer maneuver times,
especially at periods when the magnetic rods are deactivated. At these periods, the
desaturation and magnetometer periods, there is no control authority over the satel-
lites which will affect the stability as the magnetic rods are off and should considered
during design phase.
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The projection-based control laws can be used for pointing maneuvers where the
control law attempts to derive the spacecraft near the required target by using the
T instead of Treq at every time step, see fig.1.1. Large control command results
in large error after each time step. Therefore, a restriction on the control gains is
required to derive the spacecraft slowly to the desired attitude. It has been shown
that the restriction on the damping part is softer than on the positional part[66].
This leads in general to a poor pointing accuracy. This will be investigated through
the stability analysis considering the intermittent actuation of the magnetic rods and
magnetometer in section 5.3.1.
1.4 Contributions of This Dissertation
The contribution of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:
1. Develop an analytic control law for magnetic detumbling maneuvers, within
the context of optimal control theory. Two versions of this analytic control law
are developed. The first assumes the measurements of the spacecraft angular
velocity. The second one assumes the availability of only the measurements
of the ambient magnetic field. Monte Carlo simulations show that these two
control laws result in reducing the maneuver time by up to 40%.
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2. Develop a novel variant of the B-dot law that maintains the Triple Orthogonal-
ity Condition (TOC) when computing the control torque, unlike most existing
variants of the B-dot law. This B-dot law is demonstrated to have significant
improvement compared to state-of-the-art B-dot laws, in terms of maneuver
time and power consumption.
3. Develop a control schemes that mitigate the impact of alternate operation of
the magnetic rods and the magnetometers. These schemes extend the operation
periods of the rods, resulting in improved maneuver time and power consump-
tion by the rods. This is achieved by computing the magnetic field instead of
measuring it, at some of the cycles.
4. Develop a stability analysis for spacecraft magnetic attitude control systems,
taking into account the alternate operation of the magnetic rods and the mag-
netometers.
1.5 Outline of This Dissertation
Chapter 2 starts with the definition of the required reference frames and notation
used through the dissertation. A brief discussion and mathematical formulations for
the dynamics and kinematics motion is provided next. All the disturbance torques
influence the spacecraft in low earth orbit is considered and their models are given.
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A brief overview over the CAScade, Smallsat and IOnospheric Polar Explorer (CAS-
SIOPE) spacecraft hardware configuration, mission and the available telemetry data
with its frequency is given in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 presents a new variant of the B-dot law for small spacecraft detumbling
maneuvers. A discussion from the stability and geometric points of view is provided
to highlight the difference between the proposed law and the existing B-dot laws.
Chapter 4 presents an analytic derivation for the optimal control law for magnetic
detumbling. A stability analysis is also presented.
Chapter 5 presents a new control scheme that enables longer activation of the mag-
netic rods for attitude regulation maneuvers.
Chapter 6 presents a control scheme for attitude regulation maneuvers using a rel-
atively simple and fast dynamic model to be used inside Multiplicative Extended
Kalman Filter.






This chapter briefly describes the coordinate reference frames and notation used in
this study along with the spacecraft kinetic and kinematic models and the envi-
ronment models. The material in this section is standard and is provided here for
completeness of the presentation.
Futhermore, a brief discussion about The CAScade, Smallsat and IOnospheric Polar
Explorer (CASSIOPE) mission. Along with discussion about the real telemetry data
given by from the technical team, that is used for validating the proposed three-axis
magnetic control schemes in chapters 5 and 6.
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2.1 Coordinate reference frames
This section briefly describes the coordinate reference frames. The following reference
frames are used:
1. North East Down frame (NED): The origin of this frame is the satellite center
of gravity, the down axis is the direction to the Earth’s center and the east is
the local east direction [81], see fig.2.1.
2. Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed frame (ECEF): The Z-axis is parallel to the Earth’s
true north. The X-axis intersects the sphere of the earth at 0° latitude (the
equator) and 0° longitude (prime meridian in Greenwich). In addition, the
Y-axis completes the right-handed orthogonal triad, see fig.2.1.
3. Earth-Centered Inertial frame (ECI). The origin of this frame is in the center of
the Earth. This reference frame is denoted i, and the earth rotates around its
Z-axis. The X-axis points towards the vernal equinox. The Y-axis completes
the right-handed triad system, see fig.2.1.
4. Orbit frame: The origin of this frame is the satellite center of mass. Its Z-axis
pointed towards the center of the earth. The X-axis is in the plane of spacecraft
motion, perpendicular to the Z-axis, and points in the spacecraft’s direction of
motion for circular orbit. The Y-axis completes the right-handed triad system.
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Figure 2.1: NED, ECEF, and ECI frames
The orbit reference frame is denoted o.
5. Satellite body frame: The origin of this frame is at the satellite center of mass.
This frame is attached to the spacecraft, and its axes are chosen to align with
the spacecraft’s principal inertia axes. The body frame is denoted b.
2.2 Notation
In the remainder of this dissertation, [.] represents a matrix, bold symbols represent
vector such as A, [A]x is a skew-symmetric matrix whose elements are the elements
of the vector A that represents the cross product of A × B = [A]xB, where B is
a vector, B˜ represents an estimation of the vector B, Cˆ represents a unit vector in
the direction of the vector C, and D¯ represents the linearization point of the vector
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function D (the linearizion process is carried out at D¯.) The iv represents vector v
defined in the inertial frame i. For notation simplification, any vector without a pre-
superscript is defined in the body (b) frame. The ωbi represents the angular velocity
of the body (b) frame with respect to the inertial (i) frame , expressed in the body
(b) frame.
2.3 Spacecraft rotational kinetic and kinematic
models
2.3.1 Spacecraft kinematics model
The Euler parameters (quaternion) do not suffer from the singularity problem that is
encountered when using the Euler angles in representing spacecraft attitude; and they
are computationally less expensive compared to the direction cosine matrix [82]. The
spacecraft attitude is here expressed using the four Euler parameters, the quaternion.













. The vector ωb(FoI) ∈ R3 is the spacecraft angular
velocity of the body frame with respect to the Frame of Interest (FoI), expressed
in the body frame, and [13x3] ∈ R3×3 is unity matrix. The quaternion is used to
compute the transformation matrix [R(q)] from the Frame of Interest (FoI) to the
body frame:
[R(q)] = (q20 − qTv qv)[13x3] + 2qvqTv − 2q0[qv]x (2.2)
The transformation matrix R(q) is member of the special orthogonal group of order





the orthogonality condition of the rotation matrix.
[R] ∈ SO3 = {[R]|[R] ∈ R3×3, [R]T [R] = [13x3], det([R]) = 1} (2.3)
The Frame of Interest (FoI) in this study will be the orbit frame (o) or the inertial
frame (i). In case of the FoI is the (o) frame, the spacecraft angular velocity ωbo can
be computed as follows:
ωbo = ωbi − [R(q)] oωoi, (2.4)
where [R(q)] oωoi = Ω
bJo for circular orbit,
bJo is the unit vector of the Y-axis of
the orbit frame, as seen in the spacecraft body frame and Ω is the orbital rate.
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2.3.2 Spacecraft kinetics model
The attitude dynamics of the rigid spacecraft is expressed using Euler’s equations as
follows [8, 82]:
[I] ω˙bi = −ωbi × [I] ωbi + T + Tgg + Taero + Tsr + Trsd + Td, (2.5)
where [I] ∈ R3×3 is the spacecraft inertia matrix, Tgg ∈ R3 is the gravity gradient
torque, Taero ∈ R3 is the aerodynamic torque, Tsr ∈ R3 is the solar radiation torque,
Trsd ∈ R3 is the residual magnetic torque due to the residual magnetic field generated
by spacecraft electronics including the magnetic rods, Td ∈ R3 is the disturbance
torque to account for error modeling and unknown sources, Td is modeled in this study
as a zero-mean Gaussian variable. The models of the other torques are summarized
in the following section. Hence, the total disturbance torque vector will be as follows:
TD = Tgg + Taero + Tsr + Trsd + Td (2.6)
The control torque on the spacecraft, T ∈ R3, is here assumed to be due to only the
three magnetic coils aligned with the body frame axes, and hence:
T = M×B = [M]xB, (2.7)
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where B ∈ R3 and M ∈ R3 are the magnetic field and dipole moment vectors,
respectively. As evident from Eq. (2.7), it is not possible to generate a torque along
the magnetic field vector. The dipole moment is generated by magnetic rods according
to this model:
M = NA ic, (2.8)
where A ∈ R3 is the cross section area vector of the magnetic coils, N ∈ R3 is the
number of windings vector in the magnetic coils, ic ∈ R3 is the electric current vector,
and  denotes component-wise multiplication. There are two options for the electric
current: variable current or constant current. In this study, the electric current is
assumed variable. The variable electric current vector ic can be computed as follows:
ic = Mc Mmax, (2.9)
where  denotes component-wise division, Mmax ∈ R3 is the maximum limit dipole
moment vector, and Mc ∈ R3 is the command dipole moment vector. Since Mmax,
A and N in Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) are constants, it is from now on, for simplicity of
presentation, that the command vector is the dipole moment vector M.
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2.4 Space environment models
2.4.1 Orbit propagator
Spacecraft’s orbital position and velocity are propagated in time using a model that
accounts for J2 gravitational effect [8, 9]. The J2000 inertial coordinate system is
used for the orbit propagation as the reference frame. The output from the orbit
propagator is used to determine the spacecraft position with respect to earth and
sun, and to compute the aerodynamic density and the geomagnetic field.
2.4.2 Geomagnetic field model
The WMM is used in this study to compute the geomagnetic field vector, with Epoch
2015. The geomagnetic field vector is computed by a spacecraft position in North,
East and Down frame (NED) frame. An appropriate reference frames are used to
complete the transformation of the geomagnetic field parameters to the spacecraft
body frame using the transformation matrix that is generated by the quaternion in
Eq. (2.2).
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2.4.3 Gravity Gradient Torque
The gravity gradient torque Tgg is computed for a circular orbit as follows [8, 82]:
Tgg = 3 Ω
2(
Ro × [I] Ro
‖Ro‖2 ) = 3 Ω
2(Rˆo × [I] Rˆo), (2.10)
where Ro ∈ R3 is the position vector from the center of earth to the spacecraft center
of mass, and Ω is the orbital rate. The gravity gradient torque calculations ignore the
gravitational field effect from celestial objects other than the Earth; and the Earth
possess a spherical symmetrical mass distribution [8, 82].
2.4.4 Aerodynamics Torque
The aerodynamics torque Taero is computed as follows [8]:







where Rmp ∈ R3 is the vector from the center of mass to the center of aerodynamic
pressure of the spacecraft, ρ is the atmospheric density, CD is the aerodynamic drag
coefficient, vsc ∈ R3 is the translational velocity vector of the spacecraft, and Asc is
the orthogonal surface area and calculated using the projection matrix method [83] .
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2.4.5 Solar Radiation Torque
The solar radiation torque Tsr is computed as follows [8]:






where Crk is a constant used to specify the outer material of the satellite, RSs ∈ R3
is the vector from the satellite’s center of mass to the Sun’s center of mass, Fsolar is
the total solar irradiance, and c is the speed of light.
2.4.6 Residual torque
For low Earth orbit (LEO) spacecraft, the residual magnetic torque, Trsd, is usually
the largest disturbance if the magnetic field of the electrical equipment is strong. The
residual magnetic torque is computed as follows:
Trsd = Mrsd ×B, (2.13)
where Mrsd ∈ R3 is the residual magnetic moment, which is assumed to be a vector
of constant magnitude and a random direction.
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2.5 CASSIOPE Spacecraft and Mission
This section is dedicated to give a brief overview over the CASSIOPE spacecraft
hardware configuration, mission and the available telemetry data with its frequency.
This data is used for verifying the proposed work later in chapters 5 and 6.
The CASSIOPE is a Canadian Space Agency (CSA) multi-mission satellite with the
objectives of space weather information gathering and verifying high-speed commu-
nications concepts through the use of advanced space technologies[60, 84].
The telemetry data that is provided by the CASSIOPE technical team is for the
CASSIOPE ground station tracking maneuvers. These telemetry data consists of the
following:




(a) Attitude in terms of Euler angles where the rotation sequence is roll, pitch
and yaw
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(b) Spacecraft Position iR and velocity iV in inertial frame
(c) Latitude, longitude and altitude in the World Geodetic System 1984
(WGS84) frame, and also in the Earth Centered Inertial (J2000) frame.
5. Torques from reaction wheels and magnetic rods
The above data are given with sampling frequency 10Hz or 1Hz, except the ephemeris
which are given with a sampling frequency of 0.2Hz. Linear interpolation is used for
computing the ephemeris at sampling frequency 10Hz or 1Hz. The duty cycle for the
magnetic rods is δ = 0.7. The spacecraft angular velocities are given for the body








The given magnetic field measurements are in the body fame and they are the results
from two magnetometers’ measurements that are installed on two different booms.
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Chapter 3
A New Efficient Variant of The
B-dot Control for Spacecraft
Magnetic Detumbling
For small spacecraft, after separation from the launching mechanism, the spacecraft
gained undesired angular momentum. This angular momentum derives the spacecraft
to a tumbling process that leads to a chaotic uncontrolled undesired rotational motion.
Therefore, a detumbling maneuver is required with a careful choice of attitude control
system to reduce the risk of losing the control over the spacecraft.
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Magnetic detumbling using a B-dot control law does not need angular velocity mea-
surements. The B-dot control law is a torque projection-based controller that utilizes
the averaging method; however, it is not guaranteed to have the dipole moment or-
thogonal to the ambient magnetic field, especially as the angular velocity gets smaller
during detumbling, resulting in a sub-optimal torque vector from the minimum resid-
ual torque perspective.
This chapter presents a new variant of the B-dot control law. By introducing a
substitute of the angular velocity, based on the ambient magnetic field data, it is
possible to develop a control law that guarantees the magnetic dipole moment to
remain in the plane orthogonal to the ambient magnetic field. This new variant of B-
dot law will preserve the Triple Orthogonality Condition (TOC) among the spacecraft
applied torque, the generated dipole moment and the ambient magnetic field vector.
This new variant is featured by its fast detumbling maneuver, low power consumption
and even improve the system stability from stability theories perspective.
3.1 Magnetic Detumbling Control Law
In this section, a new modified B-dot control law is presented. A Lyapunov stability
analysis is conducted for the dynamics of a rigid-body satellite actuated by the pro-
posed B-dot control law and the one that proposed in [1]. Taking into account the
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intermittent actuation of the magnetic rods and magnetometer, unlike most of the
existing studies in the literature.
3.1.1 The Modified B-dot Control Law
The simplest B-dot control law is the first early version introduced in 1976 in [26].
It was an elegant alternate solution of using the spacecraft angular velocity in the
feedback loop. Avanzini and Giulietti [1] proposed a modified version of the B-dot
law which is featured by its faster detumbling time. This control law is given by a
static linear feedback of the form:
M = − kw‖B‖
˙ˆ
B (3.1)
where kw > 0 is a scalar control gain. The controller type here is a projection-based
controller in which the goal is to find the projection of the required torque on the
plane that is perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field vector. Therefore,
˙ˆ
B is
used instead of B˙. Many variants of the B-dot controller have been presented in the
literature since then such as those in [27–31]. Avanzini and Giulietti proposed a form
of kw gain in sub-optimal sense as follows [1] :
kw = 2Ω (1 + sinζm) Imin (3.2)
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where ζm represents the inclination of the spacecraft orbit relative to the equatorial
plane and Imin is the minimum inertia tensor component. The derivative of the mea-
sured ambient magnetic field vector could be computed using the transport theorem
as follows [4, 82]:
B˙ = [R(q)]
i
B˙ + [B]x ω (3.3)
where R(q) is computed using Eq. (2.2) and ω is the spacecraft angular velocity of the
b frame with respect to the i frame resolved in the b frame (for notation simplification
the post subscript for ω is removed for this and the next entire chapters). The
magnetic field variation is caused by four factors. The change in the magnetic field
magnitude itself over time is the first factor, yet usually this change is very small and
neglected. The second one is the rotation of the magnetic field itself around the Earth
with ω¯. The designers usually assume ω¯ as an averaged constant value as seen in
the inertial frame [4, 67]. The third factor is the spacecraft orbital motion Ω, which
causes the spacecraft to see a variation in the magnetic field at a rate equal to double
the orbital rate (2Ω), assuming perfect magnetic field symmetry in the simple dipole
model [24, 39, 61, 63]. The last, and most dominant, cause is the angular velocity of
the spacecraft ω, especially for tumbling spacecraft, where ω¯  2Ω ω.
Therefore, the derivative of the ambient magnetic field vector B˙ could be considered
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as an indication to the spacecraft body angular velocity as shown in the second term
on the right side of the Eq.(3.3), through the matrix [B]x which is a function of the
measured ambient magnetic field itself, assuming that ω¯  2Ω ω. The latter is an
acceptable assumption and is usually used in stability analysis [4]. Therefore, with
B˙ ≈ B×ω, the B-dot control law in Eq.(3.1) will be equivalent to the law proposed
in [1], Eq.(3.4) :





The first term, in the right side of Eq. (3.3), however, would have a non-negligible
effect in case of low angular velocity, which typically occurs at the end of the de-
tumbling maneuver. That is why the performance of the B-dot control law usually
degrades at low angular velocities.
Here, in this study, the first term in Eq. (3.3), call it the residual term, will be
included, presenting a new variant of the B-dot control law. The analysis presented
here is based on the following assumptions:
Assumption 3.1 The derivative of the geomagnetic field in the inertial frame for the
respective orbit at all time t satisfies the following equation [4]:
i
B˙ = iω¯ × iB, (3.5)
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As the magnetic field magnitude change has an insignificant effect on the time rate
change of the magnetic field, therefore, it will be neglected here. By plugging Eq. (3.5)
into Eq. (3.3), the derivative of the ambient magnetic field can be computed as follows:
B˙ = R(q)
(
iω¯ × iB)+ B× ω = [B]x ω˜ (3.6)
where ω˜ = ω − R(q) iω¯. The vector ω˜ can be computed from Eq. (3.6) using the
singular robust inverse matrix by adding a small term, [χ] ω˜, as follows:
B˙ ≈ [[B]x + [χ]] ω˜ ≈ [Σ] ω˜, (3.7)
where [χ] is a diagonal matrix with positive elements, 0 < χ 1. For χ = 0, Eq. (3.7)
is equivalent to Eq. (3.3). [Σ] is positive definite and invertible matrix. Employing
this property, ω˜ can be computed from Eq. (3.7) and used instead of ω in Eq. (3.4)
to arrive at the proposed variant of the B-dot control law:





The condition number of the [Σ] matrix will be addressed later.
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3.1.2 Lyapunov Analysis
Most stability analysis conducted in the literature, such as in [1], neglect the effect
of the residual term in Eq. (3.3) and the duty cycle δ. In this section, these effects
are introduced in the analysis to gain more insight into the proposed control and its
effect on reducing the control effort required for the maneuver. Typically, the control
objective is to lessen the spacecraft kinetic energy to zero in the ideal case, in which
the equilibrium point is considered to be ω = 0.
The effect of the intermittent actuation of the magnetic rods can be introduced by
defining the following function:
f(t, Ts, δ) =

1 0 ≤Mod(t, Ts) ≤ δTs
0 δTs ≤Mod(t, Ts) ≤ Ts
(3.9)
where t is the time. The function Mod(x, y) is the modulo operation that finds the
remainder after division of x by y (called the modulus of the operation). The function
f(t, Ts, δ) = 1 during the activation of the magnetic rods and f(t, Ts, δ) = 0 during
the desaturation and magnetometer measurement period. The function f(t, Ts, δ) can
be described in a compact form as follows:
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f(t, Ts, δ) = 1 +
Mod(Mod(t, Ts), δTs)−Mod(t, Ts)
δTs
(3.10)
From here on, the arguments of f will be dropped for simplification. The function f is
used to represent the intermittent actuation of the magnetic rods and magnetometers
by multiplying f and the dipole moment M. For instance, consider the control law





The applied torque to the spacecraft, using Eqs (2.7), (3.11) and (3.3) will be:




where [Γ(t)] = [Bˆ]x[Bˆ]
T
x is a positive definite matrix [10, 42, 57].
The spacecraft kinetic energy will be used as a Lyapunov candidate function to check




ωT [I] ω, (3.13)
where the Lyapunov function V (0) = 0 and V (ω) is positive definite elsewhere. The
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average theory will be employed in order to approximate the non-autonomous system
with an autonomous one [85], under the following condition that is satisfied by the









x dt > 0 (3.14)
Assumption 3.2 The gyroscopic coupling term ω × [I] ω will be neglected as it is
usually small and being of second order term for ‖ω‖  1. Moreover, for almost
every CubeSat configuration, The gyroscopic coupling term becomes zero [1].
An average for the the function f can be computed over the pulse width to simplify

















The derivative of this Lyapunov candidate function, using Eqs. (2.5), (3.12), (3.14)
and (3.15) will be as follows:






Neglecting the disturbance torque TD, the derivative of the Lyapunov function V˙ will
not be guaranteed to be negative semi definite at all times, due to the presence of the
second term. Note that if we neglect that term then V˙ is negative semi definite, when
we neglect TD. Specifically, it is the second term that may cause V˙ to be positive.
In such case, the previous conclusions in the literature that the system is stable in
the sense of Lyapunov stability are not valid when accounting for the second term.
In fact, this case occurs when the angular velocity is relatively small. As a result,
most existing controls would converge from a high angular velocity state toward a
value that is about twice the orbit rate, at which the control may push the system
back away from that state, causing the angular velocity value to oscillate about the
state of twice the orbit rate. Hence, this system is stable only in terms of Lagrange
stability. Clearly, there is a wasted control effort in such case. Yet, at high angular
velocities, the control effectively damps the motion. The same conclusion holds true
for bounded disturbance torque.
Now, consider the proposed B-dot law in Eq. (3.8). The Euler Eq. (2.5) can be written
in the inertial frame, along with using the torque Eq. (2.7), control law Eq. (3.8), the
duty cycle effect through f , assumption 3.2, and
i ˙˜ω = iω˙ (since ω¯ is constant), as
follows [4]:
i[I]
i ˙˜ω = −f kw i[Γ(t)] iω˜ + iTD (3.17)
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The equilibrium point is considered at iω˜ = 0. The spacecraft angular kinetic energy





ω˜T i[I] iω˜ (3.18)
The Lyapunov candidate function V 1(0) = 0 and V 1(iω˜) is positive definite elsewhere.





Using Euler Eq. (3.17), which is written in the inertial frame, the time derivative of
the Lyapunov function is:
˙V 1(iω˜) = −f kwiω˜T i[Γ] iω˜ + iω˜T iTD (3.20)
Ignoring the disturbance torque TD, the derivative of the Lyapunov function V˙ 1 is
negative semi definite. Therefore, the system will be stable in the sense of Lyapunov
stability. Moreover, asymptotic stability can be proved as follows. As the system is
Lyapunov stable, the derivative ˙˜ω is non-zero. By continuous differentiation of V 1,
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the third derivative is takes the form:
...
V 1(
iω˜) = −2δkwi ˙˜ωT [Γavg] i ˙˜ω − 2δkwiω˜T [Γavg] i ¨˜ω, (3.21)
When ω˜ = 0, the second term in the above equation vanishes, and hence the third
derivative becomes negative definite. Hence the system is asymptomatically stable
[82].
Remark 3.1 : The actual system is not asymptotically stable as the function f takes
values of zero, at times, and hence there is no control authority during these times.
Remark 3.2 : In the presence of a bounded disturbance torque, and as the space-
craft angular velocity becomes low, the disturbance torque in Eq. (3.20) could lead
to increasing the angular velocity. However, the first term on the right hand side
of Eq. (3.20) is negative semi definite, which means that once the angular velocity
increases, the first term will dominate again and the angular velocity will be bounced
back as the kinetic energy decays.
In summary, the main differences among the proposed B-dot law here and almost all
the variants of the B-dot laws in the literature is that the current variants of the B-dot
use control laws to drive the spacecraft angular velocity to zero with the following
assumption ω¯  2Ω  ω. However, in our case, the goal of the control law is to
drive the spacecraft angular velocity to converge to the value of 2Ω. Furthermore,
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the proposed B-dot law preserves the TOC, unlike most of the existing B-dot laws by
computing a substitute of the spacecraft angular velocity. These differences, as will
be shown later in the next few sections, will improve the detumbling time and the
required power consumption.
3.1.3 The Proposed B-dot Law from Geometric Point of
View
A discussion is here presented for each of the control law in Eq. (3.4) (referred to as
ω law), the proposed form of the B-dot control law in Eq. (3.1) [1] (referred to as
B-dot law), and the proposed variant of the B-dot control law in Eq. (3.8) (referred
to as the TOC B-dot law).
Consider fig.3.1. For a specific spacecraft angular velocity vector ω, there is control
torque, Treq. This Treq vector can be written in terms of the spacecraft angular
velocity as Treq = −kwω. When using magnetic rods for control, the control torque
is constrained to be perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field vector B. The
optimal projection of the Treq vector on the plane perpendicular to B is the vector
T, which is obtained by minimizing the residual torque vector ∆T, or equivalently
minimizing the angle between the Treq and T vectors. The optimality (the minimum
residual torque ∆T) is fulfilled by computing the dipole moment vector M as a cross
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Figure 3.1: Desired torques and their projection for a given ambient mag-
netic field vector for the ω, B-dot and the TOC B-dot control laws.
product of the Treq and B vectors, which yields M in the plane orthogonal to B, as
can be seen in Eq. (3.4) and continuous red lines in fig.3.1. Furthermore, the projected
torque vector T (the applied torque) will be the optimal projection of the required
torque Treq. This ideal case assumes the availability of the spacecraft angular velocity
ω and the ambient magnetic field vector B. The ω control law in Eq. (3.4) can be
used in this case when the ω and B are available.
The second control law, B-dot law, is based on the assumption that the spacecraft
angular velocity in the detumbling mode is larger than double orbital rate 2Ω, which
is a realistic assumption. Therefore, the residual term in the ambient magnetic field
derivative vector B˙ in Eq. (3.3) is neglected. Consequently, the required dipole mo-
ment vector M1, see green dotted lines in fig.3.1, is directly proportional to the vector
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B˙. This M1 vector is almost in the plane that is orthogonal to the B vector, for high
spacecraft angular velocity. However, the generated torque T1 is not the optimal pro-
jection of the Treq corresponding to the true ω. As the spacecraft angular velocity
decreases, the residual term effect in Eq. (3.3) increases, and leads to increasing the
deviation of the M1 vector from the plane orthogonal to B or equivalently increases
the angle between M and M1 vectors. Hence, the torque vector T1 will not be close
to the optimal projection of the required torque from the minimum residual torque
perspective. Hence the B-dot law is characterized by a good performance when the
angular velocity is high; yet there is waisted power when the angular velocity is low.
Moreover, the residual term in Eq. (3.3) will prevent such a controller to settle to zero
angular velocity. There is always a steady state error that is about twice the orbital
rate [39].
The TOC B-dot law, however, extracts information about the spacecraft substitute
angular velocity ω˜ from the computed ambient magnetic field derivative vector B˙
using the magnetometer measurements. Then this ω˜ vector is used to find the required
torque T2req. In this case, the generated dipole moment will be in the plane that is
orthogonal to the vector B, see purple dashed lines in fig.3.1. Hence, the TOC B-dot
controller will have a similar principal of operation to that of the ω law controller,
without having to use angular velocity measurements.
Overall, the TOC B-dot law is characterized by its applicability for detumbling, for
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high angular velocity, without direct information about the spacecraft angular veloc-
ity, which is similar to the B-dot law and on the contrary to the ω law. However, in
the case of low angular velocity, the TOC B-dot law is characterized by energy saving
in terms of the total magnetic rods’ activation time; a behavior that is similar to the
ω control law and on the contrary to the B-dot law. Therefore, it results in a faster
detumbling time in converging to the desired angular velocity with smaller magnetic
rods’ activation periods (less power consumption).
3.2 Magnetometer Errors and Frequency Aliasing
Considerations
Magnetometer Errors
Some issues arise during actual implementation of the magnetic control system that
should be accounted for in the simulation environment to get realistic results. Mag-
netometers usually suffer from constant and time-varying errors as discussed before
in section 1.2.2 [53, 54, 59, 62]. Therefore, for low cost missions, magnetic field
measurements are considered the weighted average of measurements collected during











where Rk is the transformation matrix from the sensor frame to the body frame,
wk > 0 are weights satisfying w1 +w2 + ..+wy = 1 , y is the number of available mag-
netometers on board, and n is the number of captured magnetometer measurements
during the measurement period. This can be considered as a low pass filter.
Due to all the above mentioned errors, computing the derivative of the magnetic field
B˙ numerically becomes a challenge, and usually leads to inaccuracies and unnecessary
higher power consumption by the rods. This error in computing the derivative numer-
ically is proportional to T x−1s , where Ts is the sampling period of the measurements
and x is the number of points used for computing the derivative [86]. Therefore,
increasing the number of points used for computing the derivative reduces the error.
For example, for Ts = 0.1[Sec] and five data points, the derivative error will be in
the order of (0.14). The formula for computing the magnetic field derivative at the
current time t using the five-point stencil method is given in Eq. (3.23).





The spacecraft angular velocity is proportional to the ambient magnetic field deriva-
tive through the singular skew symmetric matrix that contains the information about
the ambient magnetic field, as shown in Eq. (3.3). Therefore, the sampling time
should be selected in such a way that the ambient magnetic field derivative provides
acceptable measure for the spacecraft angular velocity. According to Nyquist crite-
rion, the maximum frequency of changes in the ambient magnetic field that can be
sensed without experiencing aliasing is 1
2Ts
[8]. Therefore, the maximum rotational
velocity that can be measured from two consecutive ambient magnetic field mea-
surements is pi
Ts
[rad/s], which leads to the following sampling time limitation rule
Ts ≤ pi|ωmax| , where ωmax is the maximum expected angular velocity in any of the
spacecraft axes [27]. From the stability point of view, the sampling time Ts along
with the duty cycle δ should be constrained through the relation [27]:
Ts ≤ pi
2δ|ωmax| (3.24)
Therefore, both constrains on the sampling time should be satisfied concurrently in
order to avoid measurement aliasing, or torque application in the wrong direction.
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3.3 Simulations and Discussions
In this section, the performance of the TOC B-dot law is demonstrated via Monte
Carlo simulations for comparison among the ω control law, B-dot control law, and
the TOC B-dot control law. For the ω control law, a perfect knowledge of the
spacecraft angular velocity is assumed available, regardless of the magnitude of the
angular velocity. Therefore, the ω law results are used as a reference for comparing
the outputs from the B-dot law and the TOC B-dot law for the case study.
Data from the picosatellite Delfi-PQ project of Delft University of Technology is
the used in the simulations [27]; these are listed in table 3.1 along with the orbital
parameters. Fonod and Gill [27] presented a new variant of the B-dot control that
saves 5% of the power while sacrificing only 0.5% of the time needed to detumble the
satellite to the target angular velocity. At the end of this section, the results of the
TOC B-dot control will be compared to the variable gain B-dot control presented in
[27].
The earth magnetic field vector that computed from the WMM will be corrupted
by the random noises and bias vectors. The rise and fall times are also considered
during modeling of the magnetic rods. Disturbance torques are also modeled; table
3.2 presents the required parameters to compute these disturbance torques. Another
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Table 3.1
Spacecraft and orbital parameters
Parameter Value[unit], uncertainty [1σ]
[Ix, Iy, Iz]
T [1.731 1.726 0.264]T [g.m2] [20%]
Mass 600 [g] [15%]
Max. Dipole Moment ±0.002 [Am2] [15%]
Rise/ fall times of magnetic rods 0.01[s]
Magnetometers noise standard deviation 600 [nT ]
Magnitude of magnetometer bias vector 400 [nT ]
Inclination (Inc) 96.85o
Altitude (H) 350 [km]
Right Ascension of ascending node pi/4 [rad]
True anomaly pi/6 [rad]
Argument of perigee pi/2 [rad]
random direction torque with a magnitude of ‖Td‖ = 2.10−9 [N.m] is modeled to
represent the unknown sources and modeling errors in the disturbance torque models
and inertia uncertainty in the Euler equations, Eq. (2.5).
Table 3.2
Disturbance Parameters
Parameter Value[unit], uncertainty [1σ]
ρ* 2.01.10−12 [Kg.m3]
Offset of center of pressure from center of mass [4.5 2.0 − 8.2] [mm] [10%]
CD 2.1
Spacecraft cross section areas [92.1 122.9 25.2] [cm2]




Magnitude of disturbance torque ‖Td‖ 2.10−9 [N.m]
* ρ is computed by empirical formula in http://www.braeunig.us/space/atmmodel.htm
The parameters of the control algorithms are as follows: the duty cycle percentage
is δ = 0.6, assuming the maximum expected angular velocity in each axis is less
than 1.5pi[rad/sec]. The sampling time Ts according to the Nyquist criteria should
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be Ts ≤ 0.55 [sec] to avoid sensor aliasing as discussed in section 3.2. Here in this
study, it is selected as Ts = 0.25 [sec]. The gain kw for the three controllers is
computed using Eq. (3.2). The detumbling time tdet is computed here by adding
a 10-minute confirmation window after the spacecraft reaches the desired angular
velocity ωdes = 0.5[deg/s].
Case Study
Before presenting the statistical Monte Carlo analysis, the results from a sample
example run for the TOC B-dot law are presented. In this example, the satellite has
initial angular velocity selected randomly. Figure 3.2 depicts the time behavior of
the satellite’s angular velocity. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm is able
to detumble the spacecraft from high initial angular velocity. After reaching the
required target angular velocity ωdes = 0.5[deg/s], the TOC B-dot law is still active
and preserving the spacecraft angular velocity within the required desired rate. In this
case study, the derivative of the magnetic field B˙ is computed using the five-stencil
method, see Eq. (3.23) and χ = 10−6 is selected.
In order to emphasis the impact of numerical computation of the magnetic field
derivative B˙, a comparison for the absolute angler velocities history is conducted, see
fig.3.3, for the ω control law labeled (ω law), B-dot law Eq. (3.1) labeled (B-dot),
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Figure 3.2: Angular velocity history
w.r.t inertial frame
Figure 3.3: Absolute angular velocity
Comparison
TOC B-dot control law that preserves TOC with backward difference scheme labeled
(TOC B-dot (2pt)) and TOC B-dot control law with five-stencil method (TOC B-
dot (5pt)). As shown in fig.3.3, the TOC B-dot law, for both methods of numerical
computation of the derivative, is faster than the B-dot law in Eq. (3.1). However, the
performance of proposed law with the five-stencil method is better.
The above sample simulation is repeated for the three controllers and for several χ
values for the TOC B-dot law. The results for the ω law controller is the reference
and is used for normalizing the results from the other two controllers, B-dot and the
TOC B-dot. During this section, two parameters are used for comparison; the mean
value of the total activation time of the three magnetic rods ton, computed using
Eq. (1.1), as an indication of the power consumption, and the converge time or the
detumbling time tdet to bring the spacecraft angular velocity down to the ωdes .
Figure 3.4 depicts the normalized tdet for the B-dot and the TOC B-dot control. As
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Figure 3.4: TOC B-dot tdet versus χ
change
Figure 3.5: TOC B-dot ton versus χ
change
expected the TOC B-dot performance with the case of computing the derivative using
the five-stencil method is better with χ change.
As a measure for the consumed power by the magnetic rods, fig.3.5 depicts the mean
of the normalized values of the magnetic rods activation time ton, for the B-dot and
the TOC B-dot algorithms normalized with respect to the results from the ω control
law. Same results are obtained as in fig. 3.4.
As can be observed from the previous results, the TOC B-dot controller gives faster
convergence time compared to the B-dot controller, and requires less power than the
B-dot controller. These results are further confirmed in the Monte Carlo simulation
section below. As shown in figs.3.4 and 3.5, there is a wide range of possible values
of χ. Therefore, there is no tight requirement on the arithmetic precision of the on-
board controller, from the χ prospective. Moreover, as can be seen from figs.3.4 and
3.5, the χ can take values up to 0.01 without much degradation in the performance.
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Hence, there is no condition number issue for the [Σ] matrix. In the next Monte
Carlo analysis, the χ will be selected as 1 × 10−6 and magnetic field derivative will
be computed using the five-stencil method.
Monte Carlo simulation analysis
Results are here presented for 4, 000 Monte Carlo simulation runs, 2, 000 for each of
the B-dot and the TOC B-dot control laws. For each run, different noise seeds are
utilized assuming Gaussian distribution. The results from the B-dot law Eq. (3.1)
is used for normalization the results for the TOC B-dot law. In order to investigate
the impact of the initial angular rate, each 2, 000 runs is categorized into 400 cate-
gories. Each category has a different initial angular rate. Specifically, 200 categories
have their initial values constrained to be in the range 0.1pi[rad/s] and −0.1pi[rad/s]
(small initial angular velocity), While the other 200 categories have their initial angu-
lar rates constrained to be in the range of 1.5pi[rad/s] and −1.5pi[rad/s] (high initial
angular velocity). So, each selection of the initial angular rate is simulated 5 times,
and the results of the activation time and detumbling time are averaged. The selected
categories span ranges for high angular velocities and low angular velocities, to high-
light the significance of the TOC B-dot controller, compared to the B-dot controller.
Specifically, the latter is designed to work best in the case of high angular velocities.
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Figure 3.6: Improvement percentage
in tdet for the TOC B-dot at χ = 1e
−6
for 200 different initial small ω.
Figure 3.7: Improvement percentage
in tdet for the TOC B-dot at χ = 1e
−6
for 200 different initial high ω.
The results of the simulation runs are here discussed. Figure 3.6 depicts the im-
provement percentage in the detumbling time tdet for the TOC B-dot control law,
compared to tdet of the B-dot control, for the 200 categories of small initial angular
velocities (2, 000 Monte Carlo runs). Figure 3.6 shows that the detumbling time of
the TOC B-dot control law is significantly less than that of the B-dot control. For
the categories of high initial angular velocity, fig. 3.7 depicts the improvement per-
centage in the detumbling time tdet for the TOC B-dot control law for another 2, 000
Mont Carlo runs for the 200 high initial angular velocities. Figure 3.7 shows that the
detumbling time for the TOC B-dot control law is still less than the detumbling time
for the B-dot control law. This is expected for high angular velocities.
For further assessment, a histogram and a Gaussian fit analysis is conducted. Figure
3.8 shows the histogram and the Gaussian fit for the results presented in fig.3.6, in
terms of the reduction percentage in the detumbling time when using the TOC B-dot
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Figure 3.8: tdet reduction percentage
of tdet for 200 different initial small ω.
Histogram represents results of fig. 3.6.
Figure 3.9: tdet reduction percentage
of tdet for 200 different initial high ω.
Histogram represents results of fig. 3.7.
control law compared to the B-dot control law. As can be seen from fig.3.8, the mean
value of the percent saving in terms of the detumbling time is 49.2%, with 6.04% as
standard deviation, for small initial angular rates. While, fig. 3.9 shows the histogram
and the Gaussian fit for the results in fig.3.7 in terms of the reduction percentage in
the detumbling time. A mean value of 20.86% reduction in the detumbling time is
achieved, with 5.98% as standard deviation for high initial angular velocities.
The second comparison parameter is the activation time for the magnetic rods ton,
which is considered a measure for the power consumption. Figure 3.10 depicts the
improvement percentage of the mean of the total activation time ton of the magnetic
rods for the TOC B-dot control law w.r.t the results from the B-dot control law for
the 200 categories of small initial angular velocities (2,000 Monte Carlo runs). Figure
3.10 shows that the normalized mean of the total activation time is reduced by the
TOC B-dot control law compared to the B-dot control law. For high initial angular
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Figure 3.10: Improvement percentage
in ton for the TOC B-dot at χ = 1e
−6
for 200 different initial small ω.
Figure 3.11: Improvement percentage
in ton for the TOC B-dot at χ = 1e
−6
for 200 different initial high ω.
velocities, fig. 3.11 depicts the improvement percentage of the mean of the total
activation time ton of the magnetic rods for the other 2,000 Monte Carlo runs of high
initial angular velocities. Figure 3.11 shows the mean of the total activation time of
the magnetic rods for the TOC B-dot control law is still less than the mean of the
total activation time of the magnetic rods for the B-dot control law.
Figure 3.12 shows the histogram and the Gaussian fit for the results in fig.3.10 in terms
of the power saving percentage when using the TOC B-dot control law compared to
the B-dot control law. The mean value for the power saving is 8.097%, with a 3.00%
standard deviation, when using the TOC B-dot controller compared to the B-dot
control law, for small initial angular velocities. For the cases of high angular velocities,
fig. 3.13 shows the histogram and the Gaussian fit for the results in fig.3.11 in terms
of the power saving percentage. The mean value for the power saving is 9.38%, with
3.4% as standard deviation.
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Figure 3.12: Power saving percentage
for 200 different initial small ω. His-
togram represents results of fig. 3.10.
Figure 3.13: Power saving percentage
for 200 different initial high ω. His-
togram represents results of fig. 3.11.
To investigate in more detail the power consumption savings, another case study is
considered here. The average sum of the activation times ton per orbit is calculated,
for each magnetic rod axis; these are plotted in fig.3.14 for the two considered B-dot
laws, for very high initial angular velocity. A reduction in average power consumption
can be observed (especially at the end of the detumbling,) when using the TOC B-
dot controller. The lower sub-plot represents the mean activation time of the three
magnetic rods. The activation time on the vertical axis is normalized by orbit period.
The total activation time when using the TOC B-dot control law is less than the total
activation time when using the B-dot control law; the savings is about 8% for this
case.
Finally, the TOC B-dot control is here compared to one of the most recent devel-
opments in the literature, Ref. [27]. Reference [27] presents a variant of the B-dot
control, in which the control gain is variable, with the goal of achieving less power
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Figure 3.14: Magnetic rods ton for B-dot and TOC B-dot control laws for
the X, Y, and Z axes and the mean in orbit period scale.
consumption (Note that the TOC B-dot control preserves a constant control gain,
which is computed using Eq. (3.2)). To conduct this comparison, a Mont Carlo sim-
ulation is conducted consisting of 50 runs. All runs use the same data provided in
Ref. [27]. The initial angular velocity used in Ref. [27] is 180[deg/s] along each axis,
which is also used in these simulations using the TOC B-dot control. The same two
parameters of assessment used above are also used here for comparison; namely the
magnetic rod activation time (a measure for power consumption) and the detumbling
time are used for comparison.
The results of the Monte Carlo simulations using the TOC B-dot control are presented
in table 3.3. Table 3.3 also lists the results of using a variable control gain as reported
in Ref. [27]. As shown in table 3.3, the TOC B-dot control demonstrates less power
consumption by the magnetic rods, compared to the control in Ref. [27]. Specifi-
cally, the fourth raw shows a 13.29% savings of the TOC B-dot control in terms of
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power consumption compared to the B-dot control, whereas the variable gain control
achieves a saving of 4.88% compared to the B-dot control. The power saving along
each axis of the magnetic rods are listed in the first three rows in table 3.3. The last
row in the table 3.3 shows the detumbling time. The detumbling time of the TOC
B-dot control is 14.03% less than that of the B-dot control, whereas the detumbling
time of the variable gain control in Ref. [27] is 0.45% higher than the B-dot control.
In summary, comparing the TOC B-dot control to the variable gain control in Ref.
[27], the former has better power consumption, and better detumbling time.
Table 3.3
Efficiency in detumbling and activation times percentage








A new variant of the B-dot control is presented here. The TOC B-dot control main-
tains the magnetic dipole moment vector in the plane perpendicular to the ambient
magnetic field, a condition that most of the B-dot control algorithms do not guar-
antee. Classically, the control algorithms that guarantee this condition require the
measurement of the spacecraft angular velocity. The TOC B-dot control has the
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advantage of satisfying this condition without measuring the angular velocity. The
TOC B-dot control is compared to the one of the fastest variant of B-dot control
in the literature, a control law that assumes the availability of the angular velocity
measurements, and a recent variable gain B-dot control. Monte Carlo simulations are
conducted to carry out these comparisons. The results of the numerical simulations
demonstrate that the TOC B-dot control achieves faster detumbling. with less power






The problem of minimum-time spacecraft attitude detumbling using magnetic rods
is revisited in this chapter within the context of optimal control theory. Two formu-
lations are presented; the first one assumes the availability of the angular velocity
and the ambient magnetic field measurements for feedback. The second formulation
assumes the availability of only the ambient magnetic field measurements in the feed-
back. In both formulations, the constraint in this optimal control problem is a limit
on the maximum magnetic dipole moment of the magnetic rods.
It is shown that the time optimality will be achieved if the Triple Orthogonality
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Condition (TOC) among the torque, dipole moment and magnetic field vectors is
fulfilled. This triple orthogonality is considered as a condition of optimality, which
is often neglected in the existing B-dot law and its variants in the literature. The
Pontryagin Minimum Principle is used to derive the control logic, for each formulation,
in this non-autonomous system. The second formulation is shown to yield a new
variant of the B-dot law.
4.1 Time-Optimal Control
The time optimal control problem is to find the optimal control M∗(t) which causes
the system dynamics (Eq. (2.5)) to give the trajectory ω∗(t) that minimizes the
detumbling time, where (.∗) indicates the optimal value. This problem is of the type
of Lagrange problems. The final time tf is free, the initial state variable ω(0) = ωo,




1 dt = tf − to = t∗ (4.1)
The control input satisfies the constraint in Eq.(4.2).
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Mi(t) ≤ M¯max, (4.2)
where i = x, y, z and M¯max is the maximum allowable dipole moment magnitude for
each rod.
4.1.1 Case 1: Using Angular Velocity Measurements
In this section, it is assumed that spacecraft angular velocities are available along
with the measurements of the spacecraft ambient magnetic field. The solution of
the optimal control problem of constrained control command is here solved using the
Pontryagin Minimum Principle (PMP). The Hamiltonian H ∈ R1 of the system can
be written using Eq. (2.5) and (4.1) as follows [87, 88]:
H (ω(t),λ(t),M(t)) = 1−λ(t)T [I]−1(ω(t)× [I]ω(t))+λ(t)T [I]−1[B(t)]TxM(t), (4.3)
where λ ∈ R3 is the co-state variable, or Lagrange multiplier, and (.)T is the transpose
of a matrix or vector. From here on, the arguments will be dropped for simplification
in this section.
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The optimal control condition using the PMP must satisfy the following [87, 88]
H(ω∗,λ∗,M∗) ≡ min
Mi(t)≤M¯max
{H(ω∗,λ∗,M)} ≤ H(ω∗,λ∗,M) (4.4)




where β∗ ∈ R1x3 is a row vector and is defined as follows:
β∗ = λ∗T [I]−1[B]Tx (4.6)





{β∗xMx + β∗yMy + β∗zMz} (4.7)
where the subscript i indicates the ith component of a vector, ∀i = x, y, z. For each
component in the above equation to be a minimum, the value of Mi must have the
opposite sign of βi, ∀i = x, y, z. Moreover, the magnitude of the vector M should
take its maximum value to guarantee that Eq. (4.5) is satisfied. Hence Eq. (4.5) can
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be satisfied if M∗ is selected to be in the opposite direction of β∗, with a magnitude
equal to its maximum value; that is:





max|βˆ∗| to ensure the intrinsic limits for each magnetic rods Eq. (4.2),
where |.| is the absolute value, ‖.‖ represents the Euclidean norm of a vector and
M¯max ≤ ‖M∗‖ ≤
√
3M¯max. The necessary conditions for optimality are:
1. The Lagrange multiplier λ must satisfy:
λ˙ = −∂H
∂ω
= ([Iω]x − [I][ω]x)[I]−1λ (4.9)




= −[I]−1(ω × [I]ω)− [I]−1[B]Tx
B × [I]−1λ
‖B × [I]−1λ‖Mmax (4.10)
The optimal control law in Eq. (4.8) indicates that the control law is a function of the
optimal co-state variable λ∗. Hence, Eq. (4.9) and (4.10) must be solved to determine
the optimal co-state variable λ∗. In general, Solving Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) is a two-
point boundary value problem for this nonlinear non-autonomous system. This is a
difficult problem to solve analytically. Consider, however, the following proposition:
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Proposition 4.1 : The co-state definition given in Eq. (4.11) satisfies the necessary




Proof : By plugging Eq. (4.11) into the control law in Eq. (4.8), we obtain a closed
loop form of the optimal control:
M∗ = − B × [I]ω
∗
‖B × [I]ω∗‖Mmax (4.12)
The optimal trajectory of the state variable ω∗ can be obtained by plugging Eq. (4.11)
into Eq. (4.10) to get:
ω˙∗ = −[I]−1(ω∗ × [I]ω∗)− [I]−1[B]Tx
B × [I]ω∗
‖B × [I]ω∗‖Mmax (4.13)












Substituting for ω˙∗ in the term W2 from Eq. (4.13), we get:
W2 = − [I]
2ω∗ω∗T [I]2([I]−1(ω∗ × [I]ω∗))
‖[I]ω∗‖3Mmax −
[Γ]T [I]2ω∗ω∗T [I]2ω∗
‖[I]ω∗‖3‖B × [I]ω∗‖ (4.15)
where [Γ] = [B]x [B]
T
x and ω
∗ω∗T ∈ R3x3 is a symmetric matrix. Consider the first
term in Eq.(4.15):
[I]2ω∗ω∗T [I]2([I]−1(ω∗ × [I]ω∗)) = [I]2ω∗([I]ω∗)T (ω∗ × [I]ω∗)) = 0 (4.16)
Also, note that:
ω∗T [I]2ω∗ = ‖[I]ω∗‖2 (4.17)
Then the term W2 reduces to:
W2 = − [Γ]
T [I]2ω∗
‖[I]ω∗‖‖B × [I]ω∗‖ (4.18)
Substituting for ω˙∗ in the term W1 from Eq. (4.13), we get:




‖[I]ω∗‖‖B × [I]ω∗‖ (4.19)
Substituting the terms W1 and W2 from Eq. (4.19) and (4.18), respectively, into







To verify that the derivative in Eq. (4.20) along with the λ∗ in Eq. (4.11) satisfy
the necessary condition for optimality, we plug λ∗ from Eq. (4.11) into the necessary








Comparing Eq. (4.20) and Eq. (4.21), it can be concluded that the solution λ∗ in
Eq. (4.11) satisfies the necessary conditions for optimality. This completes the propo-
sition proof. 2
Remark 4.1 : The optimal control solution is valid only ∀t ∈ [0, tf ). The optimal
control in Eq. (4.8) is defined only when β∗ 6= 0. However, if there is at least one
interval [t1, t2] such that β∗ = 0 ∀t ∈ [t1, t2], then this interval [t1, t2] is a singularity
interval. For a time-optimal control system to be singular, the necessary and sufficient
conditions imply that the system must be uncontrollable [87]. On the other hand, for
inclined orbits, the spacecraft sees a variation in the magnetic field that is sufficient
to guarantee the stability and controllability of the spacecraft [2, 57]. Therefore, for
inclined orbits, the system is controllable and is a Normal Time-Optimal Control
system (NTOCs) [87]. If β∗ = 0, this will be only a switching point.
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Remark 4.2 : The ambient field vector is time dependent; hence the Hamiltonian
is also time dependent. The Hamiltonian is then not a constant along the opti-
mal trajectory; this can be demonstrated by substituting Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) into
Eq. (4.3).
Remark 4.3 : The obtained solution is the most effective. This can be seen from
Eq. (4.12) where the resulting M∗ is orthogonal to the ambient magnetic field B.
Hence the resulting torque T = M∗×B is the maximum torque that can be obtained
from this M∗ - the angle between M∗ and B is 90◦, as shown in fig.1.1. Therefore, the
Triple Orthogonality Condition among the ambient magnetic field, generated dipole
moment and spacecraft applied torque vectors can be considered here as a condition
for minimum-time optimal solution.
Stability analysis
From a stability point of view, the equilibrium point is considered at ω∗ = 0. There-
fore, the spacecraft angular kinetic energy can be used as a Lyapunov candidate






The Lyapunov candidate function V (0) = 0 and V (ω∗) is positive definite elsewhere.
The time derivative of the Lyapunov function is:
V˙ (ω∗) = ω∗T ω˙∗ (4.23)
Using Eq. (4.13) along with the effect of the disturbance torque TD and magnetic
rods duty cycle actuation through the function f in Eq. (3.10) , the time derivative
of the Lyapunov function is:
V˙ (ω∗) = −f ω
∗T [Γavg]ω∗
‖B× [I]ω∗‖Mmax + ω
∗T TD, (4.24)
where [Γavg] = [B]x [B]
T
x is a positive definite matrix as discussed earlier, see Eq. (3.14)
[10, 42, 57].
Remark 4.4 : In case of ignoring the disturbance torque TD = 0, the derivative of
the Lyapunov function V˙ is negative semi definite. The derivative of the Lyapunov
function V˙ (ω∗) equals zero in three situations. The favorable one is when the space-
craft angular velocity ω = 0, while the other two situations are when the spacecraft
angular momentum vector is parallel to the ambient magnetic field vector or f = 0
during the desaturation and magnetometer measurement periods. The second situa-
tion is not possible to continue for long time because the system is time-varying, as
discussed in Remark 4.2. Therefore, The derivative of the Lyapunov function V˙ (ω∗)
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is equal to zero only if the spacecraft angular velocity ω∗ is equal to zero or f = 0 in
which there is no control authority over the spacecraft. Therefore, the system will be
stable in the sense of the Lyapunov stability theory, yet not asymptotically stable.
Remark 4.5 : For bounding disturbance torque assumption, with replacement of favg
instead of f , once the spacecraft angular velocity becomes low, which typically occurs
at the end of the detumbling maneuver, the second term on the right hand side
of Eq. (4.24) could lead to growing the angular velocity. However, the first term
on the right hand side of Eq. (4.24) is negative semi definite. Which implies that,
once growing the angular velocity due to the disturbance torque, the first term will
dominate again and the angular velocity will be bounded as the kinetic energy will
decay again.
As shown in Eq. (4.22), the Lyapunov candidate function V (0) = 0 and V (ω∗) is
positive definite elsewhere. Equation (4.24) shows that the derivative of the Lyapunov
function V˙ (ω∗) ≤ 0; hence V˙ is negative semi-definite and the system is Lyapunov
stable, see Remark 4.4. Since the Lyapunov function V > 0 ∀ ω∗ 6= 0, V = 0 for
(ω∗ = 0), and V˙ (0) = 0 along with replacing f with its average value favg Eq. (3.15),
then by LaSalle’s global invariant set theorem, the system origin can be claimed to
be asymptomatically stable. This completes the stability proof. 2
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4.1.2 Case 2: Using Only Ambient Magnetic Field Measure-
ments
In this section, the magnetic field measurements are the only available measurements.
By following the discussion in section 3.1.1, where the detumbling law that uses the
derivative of the ambient magnetic field can be considered as a tracking problem. In
which the spacecraft at the end of the detumbling maneuver will have rotation rate
around 2Ω about the axis of maximum inertia.
In this analysis, the optimization problem is formulated such that the target spacecraft
angular velocity at terminal time is set to spin the spacecraft about its maximum
inertia axis, with a rate equal to double the orbital rate Ω. Without loss of generality,
the spacecraft is assumed axisymmetric, which is the case in most small spacecraft,
in which the third axis is the axis of maximum inertia Iz. Then ω˜ can be formulated
such that:
ω˜ = ω − ωss = ω − [0 0 2Ω]T , (4.25)
where ωss is the target steady state angular velocity. Hence the target of optimal
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control is to bring ω˜ to zero. The rigid body equation of motion in terms of ω˜ is:
˙˜ω = −[I]−1 (ω˜ × [I]ω˜ + ω˜ × [I]ωss)
+ [I]−1
(−ωss × [I]ω˜ − ωss × [I]ωss + [B]TxM)
= −[I]−1(ω˜ × [I]ω˜)− [Z]ω˜ + [I]−1[B]TxM (4.26)
where
ω˙ss = 0 (4.27)











The Pontryagin Minimum Principle is conducted to solve the optimal control problem.
Using Eqs. (4.26) and (4.1), the Hamiltonian H ∈ R1 of the system can be written
as [87, 88]:
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H(ω˜(t),λ(t),M(t)) = 1− λ(t)T [I]−1(ω˜(t)× [I]ω˜(t)) (4.30)
− λ(t)T [Z]ω˜(t) + λ(t)T [I]−1[B(t)]TxM(t)
The arguments are dropped for simplification. The optimal control solution can be
obtained by following the same procedure as in the previous section. The resulting
optimal control is the same as in Eq. (4.8), where ω∗ in Eq. (4.4) is replaced by ω˜∗.
The necessary conditions for optimality are:
1. The Lagrange multiplier λ must satisfy:
λ˙ = −∂H
∂ω˜
= ([Iω˜]x − [I][ω˜]x)[I]−1λ+ [Z]λ (4.31)









Proposition 4.2 : The co-state definition given in Eq. (4.33) satisfies the necessary




Proof : Substituting the proposed solution in Eq. (4.33) into the control law in
Eq. (4.8), we obtain the following expression for the optimal control:
M∗ = − B× [I]ω˜
∗
‖B× [I]ω˜∗‖Mmax, (4.34)
and the optimal trajectory of the state variable ω˜∗ can be obtained by plugging
Eq.(4.33) into Eq.(4.32):
˙˜ω∗ = −[I]−1(ω˜∗ × [I]ω˜∗)− [Z]ω˜∗ − [I]−1[B]Tx
B× [I]ω˜∗
‖B× [I]ω˜∗‖Mmax (4.35)
In order to check if the proposed solution in Eq. (4.33), along with Eq. (4.34) and
Eq. (4.35), satisfy the necessary conditions of optimality, we start by taking the












Substituting for ˙˜ω∗ in the term T2 from Eq. (4.35), we get:
T2 = − [I]







Consider the first term in Eq.(4.37):
[I]2ω˜∗ω˜∗T [I]2([I]−1(ω˜∗ × [I]ω˜∗)) = [I]2ω˜∗([I]ω˜∗)T (ω˜∗ × [I]ω˜∗)) = 0 (4.38)
Also, note that:
ω˜∗T [I]2ω˜∗ = ‖[I]ω˜∗‖2 (4.39)
Then the term T2 reduces to:






Substituting for ˙˜ω∗ in the term T1 from Eq. (4.35), we get:







Substituting the terms T1 and T2 from Eq. (4.41) and (4.40), respectively, into






Using the definition of λ∗ in Eq. (4.33), it is straightforward to show that λ∗T [Z]ω˜∗ =
0; consequently its partial derivative
∂(λ∗T [Z]ω˜∗)
∂ω˜∗ = 0. Moreover, it is straightforward
to show that ∂λ
∗
∂ω˜∗ = 0 and
∂M∗
∂ω˜∗ = 0. Therefore the term [Z]λ
∗ vanishes in Eq. (4.31).
Finally, it is possible to show that the proposed co-state solution, Eq. (4.33) satis-
fies the necessary condition for optimality by substituting Eq. (4.33) into the neces-
sary condition for optimality, Eq. (4.31). And comparing the obtained results with
Eq. (4.42). This completes the proposition proof. 2
Using (3.7), the time-optimal B-dot law in Eqs. (4.34) becomes:
M∗ = − B× [I][Σ]
−1 B˙
‖B× [I][Σ]−1 B˙‖Mmax (4.43)
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Stability Analysis
The stability of the proposed B-dot law (refereed to as PMP B-dot) can be analyzed





Note that V 2(0) = 0, and that V 2(ω˜∗) is positive definite elsewhere. The time
derivative of the Lyapunov function is:
V˙ 2(ω˜∗) = ω˜∗T ˙˜ω∗ (4.45)
Using Eqs. (4.35) and (3.14) along with intermittent actuation of the magnetic rods
through the function f Eq. (3.9) , the time derivative of the Lyapunov function
becomes:
V˙ 2(ω˜∗) = −f ω˜
∗T [Γavg]ω˜∗
‖B× [I]ω˜∗‖Mmax + ω˜
∗T TD (4.46)
where the matrix [Γavg] is positive definite [10, 42, 57]. Note that in deriving
Eq. (4.46), we utilized the fact that ω˜∗T [I][Z]ω˜∗ = 0, since the spacecraft is ax-
isymmetric (Ix = Iy). It is noted that Remarks 4.1, 4.2, 4.4 and 4.5 are applicable
also for this case.
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As shown in Eq. (4.44), the Lyapunov candidate function V (0) = 0 and V (ω˜∗) is
positive definite elsewhere. Eq (4.46) shows that the derivative of the Lyapunov
function V˙ (ω˜∗) ≤ 0; hence V˙ is negative semi-definite and the system is Lyapunov
stable. Since the Lyapunov function V > 0 ∀ ω˜∗ 6= 0, V = 0 for (ω˜∗ = 0), and V˙ (0) =
0 along with replacing f with its average value favg Eq. (3.15), then by LaSalle’s global
invariant set theorem, the system origin can be claimed asymptomatically stable. This
completes the stability proof. 2
Remark 4.6 : The obtained solution in Eq. (4.43) guarantees the TOC among the
ambient magnetic field, the magnetic toque, and dipole moment vectors in the ideal
case. Which is not the case for conventional B-dot law [26] , and also in its variants
[27–31] as discussed before.
4.2 Simulation Results with Discussion
In order to assess the performance of the two time-optimal detumbling controllers, the
results of simulation of these two controllers are compared to the ω law in Eq. (3.4)
and B-dot law in Eq. (3.1)[1]. The developed optimal-Based angular velocity control
law Eq. (4.12) will be refereed to as (PMP ω law), whereas The developed optimal-
Based B-dot control law Eq. (4.43) will be refereed to as (PMP B-dot law). Same
parameters and simulation environment that used in section 3.3 are used here except
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Iz = 3.264[g.m
2] and χ = 1e−9 is selected. The consumed electric energy vector E
will be used instead ton and is computed as follows:
E = δTs V ic, (4.47)
where V is the voltage vector for the magnetic rods and for simplification it will be
equal to one volt during the simulation.
A Case Study
Results from a sample case will be rendered first before presenting the statistical
Monte Carlo analysis. Figure 4.1 represents the spacecraft angular velocity magnitude
history during the detumbling maneuver. The PMP B-dot law in Eq. (4.43) along
with the five-stencil method as a numerical derivative tool for computing the magnetic
field derivative, is labeled (PMP B-dot law (5pt)). As shown in fig.4.1, the proposed
optimal control laws are faster in detumbling. Figure 4.1 also shows that the B-
dot laws are slower in detumbling than the controllers that use the angular velocity
directly [66]. The reasons for that are as follows; the errors in the magnetometers [62],
the numerical errors in computing the magnetic field derivative [62], and ignoring the
effect of the first term in Eq. (3.3) in the B-dot law in [1].
Figure 4.2 shows the magnitude of the control history for the four controllers. The
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Figure 4.1: Angular velocities magni-
tude history
Figure 4.2: History of the dipole mo-
ment magnitude
control effort of the B-dot law, see the third subplot fig. 4.2, is at its maximum
permissible effort. The reason for that, as mentioned early in sections 1.2.2 and 3.2,
due to the magnetometer errors, is the computed B˙ will give a controller command
needs to be saturated. This in turn lead to electric energy waste. The PMP B-dot
control is still able to preserve the angular velocity at small values as shown in the
upper three subplots in fig. 4.3. The lower subplot of fig. 4.3 is a zoom of the angular
velocity at the third axis, the axis of maximum inertia. It is clear that the spacecraft
angular velocity is within double the orbital rate which is compatible with the desired
angular velocity ω˜ in section 4.1.2.
Monte Carlo Analysis
An extensive 4, 000 Monte Carlo runs’ results are presented; 1, 000 runs for each con-
troller. For each run, different noises seeds are used assuming Gaussian distribution.
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Figure 4.3: Angular velocity history for the PMP B-dot controller
In order to investigate the impact of the different initial conditions, each run has its
initial angular rates. These values are generated randomly and are the same for all
controllers. The results are reported for the consumed electric energy by the magnetic
rods, and for the detumbling time.
Monte Carlo results for angular velocity controllers
Figure 4.4 shows the histogram and distribution of improvement in tdet by using PMP
ω law Compared to ω law. Figure 4.4 shows that the mean value of detumbling time
reduction for the 1000 different runs is about 4.02%, whereas the standard deviation
is 2.86%.
Figure 4.5 shows the histogram and normal distribution of E of these Monte Carlo
runs. The mean increase in E consumed by the PMP ω law is 7.3% with standard
deviation 3.86%. The results of this section prove that the ω law in [1] is sub-optimal
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Figure 4.4: Histogram represents the
tdet reduction percentage for the PMP
ω law compared to the ω law [1]
Figure 4.5: Histogram represents the
E reduction percentage for the PMP ω
law compared to the ω law [1]
as the authors of [1] also report.
Monte Carlo results for B-dot controllers
In this part, the results of the PMP B-dot law compared to the results from the
B-dot law in reference [1] are presented and discussed. For the 1000 runs, the PMP
B-dot law is able to detumble the spacecraft in significantly less time as shown in
the histogram for the improvement in tdet fig. 4.6. The mean reduction in the tdet is
42.58% and the standard deviation 4.46%.
Due to ignoring the effect of the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.3), the
TOC is not guaranteed for the B-dot law in [1]. Adding to that the more accurate
calculations of the magnetic field derivative in the proposed algorithm. The results
show a significant savings in power consumption by the magnetic rods when using
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Figure 4.6: Histogram represents the
tdet reduction percentage for the PMP
B-dot law compared to the B-dot law[1]
Figure 4.7: Histogram represents the
E reduction percentage for the PMP B-
dot law compared to the B-dot law [1]
the PMP B-dot law as shown in fig.4.7. The mean electric energy saving is 42.78%
with a standard deviation of 4.67%.
A Special Case study
The variation of the magnetic field is weak at inclination angles near the equator
and is strong at inclination angles near the polar. Moreover, for high altitude, the
magnetic field strength is weak and is strong at low altitude orbits.
Here, the spacecraft initial angular velocity is fixed while the orbit altitude is varied.
The orbit inclination angle is chosen to be 6o. At this inclination, the magnetic field
variation is very small, which leads to a significantly increased detumbling time. In
general, this low inclination orbit leads to increasing the required time for attitude
control and could affect even the controllability of the system, especially for low
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Figure 4.8: Detumbling time for the
B-dot law [1] and the PMP B-dot law
for different altitudes at orbits of 6◦ in-
clination angle
Figure 4.9: Electric energy for the B-
dot law [1] and the PMP B-dot law for
different altitudes at orbits of 6◦ incli-
nation angle
magnetic control effort actuators.
Here it desired to find out altitudes at which an algorithm cannot detumble the
spacecraft within a reasonable amount of time (here selected to be 56 orbits.) The
maximum expected initial angular velocity in each axis is ωmax = 9
o. Figure 4.8
shows the detumbling time in orbits for both the PMP B-dot law, and the B-dot
law in reference [1] versus altitude. The missing points of the B-dot law at altitudes
less than 480[km] mean that the B-dot control is not able to detumble the spacecraft
within the required time frame for this scenario. The PMP B-dot does not have this
problem. In general, the PMP B-dot law performs better in terms of the detumbling
time and power consumption, as can be seen in figs.4.8 and 4.9, even at low orbit
inclination angles.
Another Monte Carlo simulation is conducted to render the magnetic field noise effect
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Figure 4.10: Detumbling time for the
B-dot law [1] and the PMP B-dot law
for different magnetometer noise stan-
dard deviation σmag
Figure 4.11: Electric energy for the B-
dot law [1] and the PMP B-dot law for
different magnetometer noise standard
deviation σmag
on the PMP B-dot law. The noise is considered here as a white noise with zero mean.
The spacecraft initial angular velocity is fixed while the standard deviation of the noise
of the magnetometer is varied to represent the effect of the magnetometer noise.
Foster and Elkaim [54] proposed a nonlinear two-step estimation algorithm for the
calibration of solid-state strap down magnetometers. They proved the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm via experimental case results where the standard deviation
of the initial un-calibrated magnetometer measurements is σmag = 1.8408e
−6[Tesla].
In order to present a realistic situation, the standard deviation of this Monte Carlo
runs are selected to vary around this value σmag = 1.8408e
−6[Tesla].
Figure 4.10 shows the mean detumbling time in orbits for both B-dot laws versus
magnetometer noise standard deviation σmag for this Monte Carlo runs. Three lines
are shown in fig. 4.10. The first line represents the B-dot law in reference [1], using two
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Figure 4.12: Improvement of detumbling time and electric energy con-
sumption versus orbital altitude and inclination
points at each time step for computing the derivative of the magnetic field. The second
line represents the PMP B-dot law, using two points at each time step for computing
the derivative of the magnetic field. The third line represents the PMP B-dot law,
using five points at each time step for computing the derivative of the magnetic field.
It is clear that the PMP B-dot gives a better detumbling time performance as the
noise standard deviation increases. The performance of both B-dot laws at very low
magnetometer noise standard deviation are almost the same. However, this is not a
realistic case as pointed out earlier in section 3.2. Figure 4.11 shows the mean electric
energy consumption versus σmag for this Monte Carlo runs. The results confirm the
claimed advantage of the PMP B-dot control.
To emphasize the good performance of the PMP B-dot law, a 110, 000 Monte
Carlo runs are carried out with different spacecraft moment of inertia I =
diag(0.33 0.33 0.37) [kg.m2] and maximum dipole moment magnitude Mmax =
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2 [Am2]. The orbital parameters are varied. Specifically the orbital inclination ζm is
between 6◦ and 174◦, and the orbit altitude h is between 400[km] to 990[km] above
earth surface. The results are presented on an error plot bar in terms of the mean
improvement in the detumbling time µdet and the mean improvement in the electric
energy consumption µEE, versus the orbital altitude h and inclination ζm. The error
bars represent the standard deviation and the curves are the mean values. Figure
4.12 shows the four subplots of the error bars to render the performance at different
orbital conditions. In all cases, there is a significant improvement when using the
PMP B-dot control compared to the B-dot law in [1].
Finally, the 110, 000 Monte Carlo runs are repeated for the TOC B-dot law Eq. (3.8)
to compare these results with the ones that obtained for PMP B-dot law Eq. (4.43).
The results reported in the two histograms for the tdet and E respectively, see figs.4.13
and 4.14. The PMP has always the minimum time. Yet, also proof that TOC B-dot
can be considered as sub-optimal minimum time controller.
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Figure 4.13: Histogram represents the
tdet reduction percentage for the PMP
B-dot law Eq.(4.43) compared to the
TOC B-dot law Eq.(3.8)
Figure 4.14: Histogram represents the
E reduction percentage for the PMP B-
dot law Eq.(4.43) compared to the TOC
B-dot law Eq.(3.8)
4.3 Conclusion
Two time-optimal control laws are derived from the optimality necessary conditions
using the Pontryagin Minimum Principal where the control effort is constrained. The
first control law assumes the availability of the spacecraft angular velocity and the
ambient magnetic field measurements in the feedback loop, while the second control
law assumes the availability of only the ambient magnetic field measurements. The
second optimal control law is considered a new variant of the classical B-dot law. Both
controllers maintain the magnetic dipole moment vector in the plane perpendicular
to the ambient magnetic field; a condition that most of the B-dot control algorithms
do not guarantee.
The proposed control laws are compared to recently developed detumbling control
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laws from the literature. Monte Carlo simulations are conducted to carry out these
comparisons. The results of the numerical simulations demonstrate that the proposed
time-optimal control laws achieve faster detumbling maneuvers. In terms of power
consumption, the proposed B-dot control consumes significantly less power compared
to the reference B-dot law. Further comparison with the proposed B-dot law in the
previous chapter (TOC B-dot law) that verifies the time optimality of the developed





A magnetometer is essential in spacecraft magnetic attitude control due to the need
for magnetic field information in the feedback to compute the control command. The
measurements of the magnetometer, however, are usually affected by other electric
currents in the spacecraft, especially those of the magnetic coils when they are turned
on during actuation. As a result, magnetic rods and magnetometers are usually turned
on at alternate times, resulting in a reduced duty cycle of the magnetic rods, and hence
longer maneuver times. This chapter presents a magnetic attitude control system with
extended duty cycle and low magnetometer measurements frequency. Instead of the
real measurements, a computed magnetic field pseudo measurement vector is used for
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updating the control command during the duty cycle. Using the measured spacecraft
rotational motion, and knowing the control torque command, it is possible to compute
the magnetic field pseudo measurement vector. These computations are corrected
using magnetometer measurements at a lower rate. The Tikhonov regularization
approach is implemented to solve the singular magnetic torque system. Real data
obtained from the CASSIOPE spacecraft are used for validation of the proposed
approach.
5.1 Magnetic Rods Duty Cycle Extension
As discussed in chapter 1, the magnetic rods and the magnetometers are turned on
at alternate times so as to avoid high noise on the magnetometers measurements
if turned on while the magnetic rods are active. This results in the magnetic rods
being operated with a certain duty cycle; this issue is not always addressed in the
literature where most studies assume continuous operation of both the magnetic rods
and the magnetometers [24, 61–63, 89, 90]. This section highlights the significance
of the proposed control scheme in which the target is to increase the magnetic rods
duty cycle. In the following discussion and in the simulation results, the current
is assumed constant; this is the case in most practical implementations due to the
easiness of implementation and the less complexity of the magnetic rods design.
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Figure 5.1: The magnetic rods operate on a duty cycle, alternating with
the magnetometers to avoid high noise on magnetometers.
The lower part fig. 5.1 represents the nominal operation of the intermittent actuation
of the magnetic rods and desaturation and magnetometer measurements periods. This
intermittent activation is discussed before in fig. 1.3 and section 1.2.2. This operation
will be considered here as the “reference” operation sequence between activating the
magnetic rods and magnetic field measurements for the constant current pulse width
implementation case.
Control algorithms that do not account for the above duty cycle usually underestimate
the maneuver time; moreover the simulated power consumption by the magnetic
rods is observed in many cases to exceed the computed one when the duty cycle
is neglected. Intuitively, increasing the duty cycle ratio δ would reduce the gap
between the two cases. This is the motivation of this study in this chapter and the
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following one. An algorithm is developed to increase the duty cycle by computing the
ambient magnetic field parameters to be used for control command update and hence
eliminates the need for magnetic field measurements at some cycles. For example,
the upper part of fig. 5.1 illustrates a scenario where the magnetic field is measured
every three cycles, while counting on the “computed magnetic field or what we will
call later magnetic field pseudo measurement” in computing the control command, in
the cycles that do not have real magnetometers measurements. As a result, a longer
duty cycle for the magnetic rods becomes possible. The equivalent duty cycle ratio δ¯
for the proposed algorithm can be computed as follows:
δ¯ = 1− 1− δ

(5.1)
where  is a constant real positive number,  > 1, and it is a design parameter. The
upper part of fig. 5.1 represents the case where  = 3. The magnetometers are turned
on only at the end of each third cycle; clearly the magnetic rods have longer duty
cycle. For example, if δ = 0.7, then the duty cycle of the proposed algorithm would
be δ¯ = 0.9, see Eq. (5.1). Without loss of generality, the frequency fc of updating
the control command is kept fixed at the rate fc = 1/Ts in this study for comparison
purpose.
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5.2 Magnetic Field Pseudo Measurement
A core algorithm that computes the ambient magnetic field pseudo measurement when
magnetometer measurements are not available is crucial for the implementation of the
proposed approach as described in section 5.1. This section describes a calculation
procedures of this magnetic field pseudo measurement. The key concept is that if
magnetic dipole M (control command) is known, and the angular velocity of the
spacecraft (rotational response) is measured, then it is possible to determine the
ambient magnetic field that interacted with the known command dipole moment
and resulted in this known angular velocity. A key equation that is used in these
calculations is Eq. (2.7), where B is unknown, M is known, and T can be computed
as function of the angular velocity, as briefed in section 5.2.1 below. One obstacle
is that the [M]x in Eq. (2.7) is singular; that is for a given M and T, the B is not
unique. This chapter presents a regularization approach to overcome this problem;
this is detailed in section 5.2.2 below.
5.2.1 Torque Computation
The torque is computed using Euler’s equation, Eq. (2.5). In Eq. (2.5), the angular
velocity is assumed measured using a gyro, and the time rate of change of the angular
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velocity, ω˙, is computed numerically. The numerical method for computing ω˙ has a
significant impact on the accuracy of the obtained results as discussed before in section
1.2.2. Therefore, one-dimensional five-point stencil method is used to evaluate the
time rate of change of ω as follows [86]:
ω˙t−2h =






where h is the time step of the angular velocity measurement, see fig. 5.1 . In this
study, it is assumed that all the five gyro measurements are collected within Ts, and
hence a constant average torque value is assumed within each Ts, while computing
the derivative over the same cycle period, at the middle point (t − 2h). Therefore,
it is assumed in this study that the frequency of collecting the gyro measurements is
at least five times higher than the control command frequency update as seen in the
upper subplot of fig. 5.1.
5.2.2 Regularization of The Singular System
Equation (2.7) is ill posed as there is no unique solution, and the ordinary least
squares method cannot be used in this case. The ordinary least squares method seeks
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to minimize the sum of the squares of the residuals, which can be written as:
Minimize ‖[M]xB−T‖22, (5.3)
One way to handle this type of ill posed problem is through regularization. The
Tikhonov regularization is a commonly used method for regularization of ill-posed
problems [91], in which a regularization term, α2‖Bsdo‖22, is added to the residual
square, and the minimization problem becomes:
Minimize ‖[M]xBsdo −T‖22 + α2‖Bsdo‖22, (5.4)
where α is the Tikhonov regularization parameter, which is a real scalar. The B vector
is replaced by the pseudo measurement vector Bsdo, and the goal is to achieve Bsdo ≈
B. The minimization of the new least squares problem implies the minimization of
both the original residual term, and the regularization term. This new least squares
problem can be analyzed via singular value decomposition. The matrix [M]x can be
decomposed as follows [92]:
[M]x = [U ][Λ][V ]
T , (5.5)
where [U ] ∈ Rm×m is unitary matrix, [Λ] ∈ Rm×n is a diagonal matrix which elements
are the singular values of the matrix [M]x, σi, i = 1, 2, 3, [V ] ∈ Rn×n is unitary matrix,
and [V ]T is the conjugate transpose of [V ]. The solution to this new least squares
problem yields an estimate for the magnetic field pseudo measurement vector Bsdo
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which is expressed as follows [91, 93]:
Bsdo = [V ][D][U ]
TT (5.6)
where T is the computed torque from section 5.2.1, and [D] is a diagonal matrix






where the regularization parameter α is to be optimized to minimize both the residual
term and the regularization term.
Reference [91] presents another, yet equivalent, form for computing the optimal solu-
tion for the type of problem in (5.4), which is here adopted for computing the optimal
magnetic field pseudo measurement vector that minimizes (5.4). The optimal esti-









where n is the number of singular values of [M]x, and ui, vi are the orthogonal left and
right singular vectors of [M]x, respectively. The fi is a filter and defined as follows:






1, σi  α
σ2i
α2
, σi  α
(5.9)
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Several approaches are introduced in the literature to find the optimal value of α
such as the cross-validation approach [94], and the L-curve criterion [91, 95]. The
L-curve method is here implemented. The L-curve refers to a log-log plot for the
‖Bsdo‖2 versus the norm of the residual term ‖[M]xBsdo −T‖2. The resulting curve
usually takes the shape ‘L’, as shown in fig. 5.2. It is a convenient graphical tool for
displaying the trade-off between the size of the regularization term and its fit to the
given data as the regularization parameter α varies.
The mathematical derivation for the optimal value for the regularization parameter α
in this type of problem can be found in reference [91]. Here we show graphically how
to obtain this optimal value of α. Consider the case of a spacecraft in a circular orbit
of 750 km. At one point in this orbit, the L-curve is shown in fig. 5.2. The vertical
axis shows ‖Bsdo‖2, and the horizontal axis shows ‖[M]xBsdo −T‖2. As the value of
α is increased from zero, the solution point moves on the vertical curve down, and
the value of ‖Bsdo‖2 is decreased until the corner point is reached. It is possible to
think of the vertical curve as dominated mainly by the regularization term, since the
residual term does not change significantly as the solution is moving on the vertical
curve.
As we further increase the value of α, the solution point starts to move on the hori-
zontal curve, toward the right, increasing the value of the residual term. Referring to
Eq. (5.4), one would search for the minimum of the residual term while maintaining
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Figure 5.2: Log-Log L-curve of the norm of the regularized term and the
norm of residual term
as large as possible value for α so that the regularization term would be negligible.
Hence, it can be concluded that the optimal value of α, in fig. 5.2, is the value that
corresponds to the corner point of the L-curve, as it corresponds to the point of maxi-
mum α among all points that are near the minimum of the residual. This is the same
solution obtained mathematically in reference [91].
The curvature of the L-curve plays an important role in understanding and using
this criterion. The optimal regularization parameter α, located at the corner of the
log-log L-curve, corresponds to the maximum curvature κ. The curvature κ can be


























The curvature κ is a function of ‖Bsdo‖2, the residual, and regularization parameter
α. Since the optimal α corresponds to the maximum κ, then finding the optimal α is
a one-dimensional maximization problem of the curvature κ given in Eq. (5.10). This
one-dimensional optimization can be carried out using a golden section optimization
approach, or through a numerical exhaustive search for a range of α. This completes
the process of computing the magnetic field pseudo measurement vector Bsdo. The
following sections demonstrate the use of this method in spacecraft magnetic attitude
control. The following section briefs the control logic used in this chapter.
5.3 Control Law
The control objective here is to drive the spacecraft body frame b to align with the
inertial frame i. Therefore, from Eq.(2.2), it follows that [R(q)] = 13x3. Thus the
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objective is to design control law so that ω → 0 and qv → 0.
Here, the proportional derivative-like control logic presented in reference [48] as a
modification of those in [7, 11], is adopted. The process of computing the control
torque starts with computing the designed torque Treq as follows:
Treq = −(ζ2kpqv + ζkdω), (5.13)
where kp > 0 is the proportional gain, kd > 0 is the derivative gain and ζ is a
parameter introduced to limit the control torque to ensure the controllability [66].
The control limit parameter is bounded: 0 < ζ < ζ∗. This control ensures that
the equilibrium point is locally exponentially stable, when neglecting the duty cycle
effect, as shown in [10].
In this work, we will take into account the duty cycle effect in studying the system
stability. By using the magnetic field pseudo measurement vector Bsdo at the cycles
where the proposed control scheme will not use real magnetometer measurement, the





where f¯ is defined as follows:
f¯(t, Ts, δ¯) =

1 0 ≤Mod(t, Ts) ≤ δ¯Ts
0 δ¯Ts ≤Mod(t, Ts) ≤ Ts
(5.15)
The function f¯(t, Ts, δ¯) can be described in a compact form as follows:
f¯(t, Ts, δ¯) = 1 +
Mod(Mod(t, Ts), δ¯Ts)−Mod(t, Ts)
δ¯Ts
, (5.16)
in which its average will be f¯avg = δ¯. It is clear here that f¯avg > favg for  > 1 and
for  = ∞, the value of f¯avg = 1. Combining Eq. (5.14) and Eq. (2.7), the applied
torque to the spacecraft is:
T = −f¯ B× Bsdo ×Treq‖Bsdo‖2 = f¯ [Γsdo(t)]
Treq
‖Bsdo‖2 , (5.17)
where the matrix [Γsdo(t)] = [B]x[Bsdo]
T
x is positive semi-definite assuming B ≈ Bsdo.
In this case, the computed magnetic field pseudo measurement vector Bsdo is used
for computing the required dipole moment. The spacecraft applied torque is gener-




This section is dedicated for the stability analysis of the three-axis attitude regulation
of an inertial pointing spacecraft, using the control law in Eq. (5.13). Here the effect
of intermittent actuation of the magnetic rods is accounted for through the function
f , unlike most of the existing work in the literature. Therefore, during this analysis,
B, f and [Γ] will be used instead of Bsdo, f¯ and [Γsdo] in Eqs. (5.14) and (5.17).
Later, the effect of the proposed control algorithm on the system stability will be
demonstrated.
To check the stability of this control law for inertial pointing maneuver, the following




ωT [I] ω + 2 KP (1− q0), (5.18)
where Kp is positive definite. The Lyapunov function V (0, 0) = 0 and V (ω,qv) is
positive definite elsewhere. The average theory will be employed in order to convert
the time-variant system into a time-invariant one [85], given the condition in Eq. (3.14)
[10, 42, 57]. The derivative of the Lyapunov function (5.18), using Eqs. (2.1), (2.5),
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(3.14), (5.13), and (5.17) will be as follows:
V˙ (ω,qv) = −fζkd ωT [Γavg] ω − fζ2kp ωT [Γavg] qv +KP ωTqv + ωTTD (5.19)
Remark 5.1 : The V˙ is not negative semi definite all the time. This is true even if we
try to select the controller parameters, kp, kd and ζ, so as to guarantee that the first
term in the right hand side of Eq.(5.19) is the dominate term. This is attributed to
the fact that when f = 0, during the desaturation and measurement period, there is
no control authority over the spacecraft. Hence, this system can not be stable in the
sense of Lyapunov stability theory.
The closed loop dynamics by substituting Eqs. (3.14), (5.13) and (5.17) into Eq.(2.5)
will be:
[I] ω˙ + fζkd [Γavg] ω + fζ
2kp [Γavg] qv = TD, (5.20)
where the gyroscopic coupling term ω × [I] ω is neglected as it is usually small and
being of second order term for ‖ω‖  1 [1]. Taking the derivative of Eq.(5.20) with
the use of Eq.(2.1), we obtain a second-order differential equation in terms of ω as
follows:
[I] ω¨ + fζkd [Γavg] ω˙ + fζ
2kp [Γavg] [ q0[13x3] + [qv]x ] ω = T˙D, (5.21)
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Let the symmetric positive definite matrix [Γavg] = [A] and the skew symmetric
matrix [qv]x = [B], then
[A][B] = tr([A]T [B]) = AijBij = −AjiBji = −[A][B]⇒ 2[A][B] = 0⇒ [A][B] = 0
(5.22)
Therefore, [Γavg] [ q0[13x3]+[qv]x ] = q0[Γavg] is positive definite matrix. It is assumed
that the control law will always take the short rotation. In other words, the quater-
nion will be switched to the shadow set in case of q0 < 0. Hence, q0 is always positive.
For slow variation or steady total disturbance torque assumption, T˙D ≈ 0, Eq.(5.21)
represents a stable spring mass damper system with positive definite matrices mul-
tiplied by ω¨, ω˙ and ω. By replacing the function f with its average favg = δ and
taking the limit of Eq. (5.21), we get the steady sate condition
δζ2kp [Γavg] [ q0(ss)[13x3] + [qv(ss)]x ] ωss = 0, (5.23)
where ωss, q0(ss) and qv(ss) are the steady state values of the spacecraft angular
velocity and quaternion components. With δ > 0, kp > 0, ζ
2 > 0, [Γavg] is positive
definite matrix [10, 42, 57], [ q0(ss)[13x3] + [qv(ss)]x ] → [13x3] for t → ∞, the steady
state angular velocity error ωss = 0. Thus, even in the presence of the disturbance
torque TD, the angular velocity error will decay to zero asymptomatically. However,
this is not the case with the attitude error. Taking the limit of Eq. (5.20), the steady
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Remark 5.2 : It is clear from Eq. (5.24), with bounded disturbance torque assumption,
that the attitude error will settle on a finite offset and will be bounded in the presence
of TD and δ. Therefore, the control law Eq. (5.13) is stabilizing in the sense of
Lagrange stability theory.
Note: It is worth noting that asymptomatic stability may be fulfilled by adding an
integral feedback term to this state feedback control law Eq. (5.13). However, this is
kept as a future work.
It can be concluded from the above stability analysis that there is another advantage
of increasing the magnetic rods duty cycle using the proposed control algorithm: the
steady state attitude error for the system in Eq. (5.24) is decreased, in addition to
reducing the maneuver time and power consumption. This will be verified using
numerical simulations in Section 5.4.
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5.3.2 Gain selection Criteria Discussion
The control law (5.13) is able to stabilize the spacecraft with specific relation between
the control gains. In which the proportional gain is smaller than the derivative one.
This proofed through bifurcation analysis and numerical continuation of solutions on
large control values [66]. Control gains selection criteria is crucial for the success of
the control. Furthermore, it has been reported that the low angular velocity is crucial
for the controllability using the averaging technique [96]. The Gurwin satellite is an
example of three axis control failure because of the controller design. However, there
are other successful cases such as Oersted satellite and TANGO satellite [66].
There are several studies provided guidelines to find the gains kp, kd, and ζ in [7, 10,
11]. Lovera et al. described a try and error approach to find such gains [76]. By First
selecting a positive value for each of the gains kp and kd, then reducing the ζ value until
getting a steady sate response via simulation. Then the gains kp and kd are adjusted
to get the required system response. The try and error approach will continue until
a sufficient performance is fulfilled. Damaren [97] suggested a constrained condition
to find the gains kp and kd by augmenting the control system with independent
three axis actuation scheme. In which the three-axis attitude stabilization will be
achieved via hybrid actuation from magnetic rods and reaction wheels. Jinsong et
al. [98] formulated an optimization problem to find the gains kp and kd in which
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the performance index is a function in quaternion and angular velocity error. The
problem treated as fixed time by using a scaling factor. In which, the scale factor is to
be optimized and included in the performance index. However, Fabio [99] formulated
a different derivative free optimization problem to find these gains. The performance
index was the settling time. The settling time is a discontinuous function in initial
condition and there are infinite number of initial conditions, this optimization problem
presented as minimum maximum derivative free problem. As the gradient-based
optimization methods are not applicable to the discontinuity problem. After using
initial gains’ values using the try and error approach, there is an internal optimization
loop to find the maximum (worst) settling time with the different initial conditions.
Another external optimization loop to find the gains related to the worst settling
time. This optimized approach found the optimal gains at the worst settling time.
However, by changing the initial conditions, the gains optimally is lost. There is also
a proposed simple scheme to estimate an initial values of the gain based on analytical
results and Floquet theory in [24, 48, 63, 100, 101]. Then the try and error approach
is used to get the required performance. In [102] the feedback gain is improved with
errors in the inertia tensor. However, uncontrollable situation can be fulfilled with
errors in attitude determination and disturbances [6]. In the light of the above cited
works and the survey in [66], Most of the results on the control gains selection are
valid for the satellite with commensurable moments of inertia and a try and error
approach is required at some point. Here the try and error approach is followed.
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5.4 Numerical Simulation Results
This section is dedicated to verify the stability analysis results in section 5.3.1. In
which the duty cycle effect for inertial pointing three-axis attitude control is consid-
ered. Then the next part will be dedicated to assess the performance of the proposed
scheme to extend the activation of the magnetic rods (duty cycle).
5.4.1 Inertial Pointing Three-Axis Attitude Control
The goal of this section is to highlight the impact of the disturbance torques and
the duty cycle effect on the steady state error for inertial pointing three-axis control
maneuvers. The hardware configuration and spacecraft parameters are similar to
those in reference [62]. Table 5.1 shows both the spacecraft and orbital parameters.
Table 5.1
Spacecraft and orbital parameters
Parameter Value [unit], [uncertainty]
[Ix, Iy, Iz]
T [0.196, 0.202, 0.202]T [kg.m2] , [10%]
Max. Dipole Moment ±1.83 [Am2]
Altitude 639.212 [km]
Inclination 97.868o
Right ascension of the ascending 157.305o
True anomaly at initial time 277.29o
Eccentricity 0
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Figure 5.3: Spacecraft attitude error
history in terms of principal rotation er-
ror for different constant TD.
Figure 5.4: Spacecraft angular veloc-
ity magnitude history for different con-
stant TD.
Here the initial spacecraft attitude and angular velocity are selected randomly. The
maneuver objective is to align the spacecraft body frame with the inertial frame. In
this section, to make this presentation more clear, the attitude error will be repre-
sented in terms of the principal rotation error angle φ between the current attitude
and the desired one (desired attitude is qv → 0 for regulation) for long maneuver
(120 orbits). Different cases are established to check the effect on the attitude steady
state error according to Eq. (5.24).
For the first case, three different fixed disturbance torque vectors, TD = 1e
−8 ∗ [1 1 1],
TD = 5e
−9 ∗ [1 1 1] and TD = 1e−9 ∗ [1 1 1] are set with ξ2kp = 1e−6, ξkd = 4e−4
and δ = 0.7. Figure 5.3 shows the attitude error history in terms of the principal
rotation angle. As can be seen from fig.5.3 that the averaged values of the steady
state principal rotation angle are φavg(ss) = 4.7281
◦, φavg(ss) = 2.3616◦ and φavg(ss) =
0.4745◦, respectively. It is clear that the attitude error change is proportional to the
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Figure 5.5: Spacecraft attitude error
history in terms of principal rotation er-
ror for different duty cycles.
Figure 5.6: Spacecraft attitude error
history in terms of principal rotation er-
ror for different proportional gain kp.
change in TD, in agreement with the above analysis (Eq. (5.24)). The oscillation of
the steady state error is attributed to the fact that system is time-variant due to the
changing the magnetic field around the spacecraft.
Figure 5.4 renders the angular velocity magnitude history. The continuous oscillation
is attributed to the fact that controller attempts continuously to reduce the attitude
error. However, the angular velocity is settled to small values, close to zero, as
expected from the stability analysis. Therefore, the remaining results in this section
will focus only on the attitude error.
In the second case, the duty cycle effect is assessed by changing the duty cycle percent:
δ = 0.6, δ = 0.8 and δ = 1, with ξ2kp = 1e
−6, ξkd = 4e−4 and TD = 1e−8 ∗ [1 1 1].
The average values of the steady state principal rotation angle are φavg(ss) = 0.0654
◦,
φavg(ss) = 0.0444
◦ and φavg(ss) = 0.0335◦, respectively. Figure. 5.5 shows that the
attitude error is changed by almost the same change factor in δ, in agreement with
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Eq. (5.24).
For the third case, the proportional gains are selected to be ξ2kp = 1e
−7, ξ2kp = 5e−7
and ξ2kp = 1e
−6, where TD = 1e−8 ∗ [1 1 1], ξkd = 4e−4 and δ = 0.7 are selected.
The average values of the steady state principal rotation angle are φavg(ss) = 0.4809
◦,
φavg(ss) = 0.0953
◦ and φavg(ss) = 0.0472◦, respectively, see fig.5.6. The steady state
error percent change is consistent with the change in ξ2kp.
Overall, the magnetic field desaturation and magnetometer measurement period is
a manufacturer specification related to the design of the magnetic rods [62]. This
period degrades, in general, the magnetic ACS and should be considered during the
design phase of the ACS. Decreasing such a period, or equivalently increasing the
duty cycle percentage of the magnetic rods, will decrease the attitude steady state
error, as a first benefit, as shown on the above analysis and results. That leads us to
check if the proposed scheme is able carry out attitude maneuver, which is done in
the next section.
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5.4.2 Proposed Control Scheme for Extending the Duty Cy-
cle
In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithm (upper part of fig. 5.1) is
demonstrated via Monte Carlo simulation runs, and is compared to the “reference”
case in which both the magnetic rods and magnetometers are turned on, alternately,
during one cycle period (lower part of fig. 5.1). To highlight the impact of the pro-
posed algorithm compared to the reference one, the output results from the proposed
algorithm are normalized by the results from the reference algorithm.
Same disturbance and sensor noises configuration are set as discussed in section 3.3.
Table 5.2 lists the required parameters to compute the disturbance torques.
Table 5.2
Disturbance Parameters
Parameter Value [unit] Uncertainty
ρ* 2.01.10−14 [Kg.m3] –
Rmp [9 11 12] [mm] 10%
CD 2 –
Spacecraft dimension [23 23 29] [cm] –




* ρ is computed using an empirical formula provided in http://www.
braeunig.us/space/atmmodel.htm
The parameters of the control algorithms are as follows: Ts = 0.1 [s] and δ = 0.7.
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Therefore, the control command frequency is fc = 1/0.1, and the gyroscope mea-
surements frequency is selected to be fω = 5/0.1. The control gains are: ξ = 0.001,
kp = 1, and kd = 0.4. A 30-minute confirmation window is used after the spacecraft
is settled to the desired attitude in order to assure that the spacecraft reached and
settled near the desired attitude.
Case study
Before presenting the statistical Monte Carlo analysis, the results from a sample
run for the proposed algorithm are presented. In this example, the satellite initial
angular velocity and initial attitude are selected randomly along with random desired
attitude. The simulation runs for 12 orbits to check the performance of the proposed
algorithm. Figure 5.7 depicts the time behavior of the satellite’s angular velocity of
the body frame w.r.t the inertial frame for the reference case, labeled (Ref), along
with the time behavior of the satellite’s angular velocity for the proposed algorithm
with  = 3, labeled (Proposed 3(Ts)). The proposed algorithm is able to preserve
almost constant angular velocity vector after settling the spacecraft to the desired
attitude, as shown in fig.5.7. The attitude history, quaternion, is shown in fig.5.8.
where the proposed algorithm is able to settle at the desired attitude; the reference
algorithm also settles at the desired attitude. In fig. 5.8, a range of 5% around each
quaternion component is plotted on the zoom-in figure on the right, where it can be
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Figure 5.7: Spacecraft angular veloc-
ity history.
Figure 5.8: Spacecraft quaternion his-
tory over time (orbits).
seen that performance of the proposed algorithm outperforms the reference algorithm
in terms of settling sooner with the error bounds. More on the comparison between
the two algorithms is discussed next.
The above simulation is repeated for several  values of the proposed algorithm. In this
section, two parameters are used for comparison; the mean value of the total activation
time ton of the three magnetic rods, computed using Eq. (1.1), as an indication of
the power consumption, and the settling time (as indication of the maneuver time)
to bring the spacecraft attitude to within 5% error of the desired attitude. Both
parameters are in the normalized form w.r.t the same parameters from the reference
case algorithm.
Figure 5.9 depicts the normalized maneuver time for the proposed algorithm for
different values of . There is a reduction in the maneuver time when using the
proposed algorithm; this reduction time increases as  increases, up to a point. In
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Figure 5.9: The  parameter effect on
the normalized maneuver time
Figure 5.10: The  parameter effect
on the normalized ton
this case study, a 15% to 21% saving in the maneuver time can be achieved.
As a measure for the consumed power by the magnetic rods, fig.5.10 depicts the
mean of the normalized values of the magnetic rods activation times ton, for the
proposed algorithm. The magnetic rods activation time reduces as  increases. The
improvement in power consumption decays as  goes beyond the value of 8. A savings
of 18% in the power consumption of the magnetic rods can be achieved in this case.
For further assessment of the proposed algorithm, three parameters are introduced.
The first parameter is the correlation coefficient (CC) between the computed magnetic
field pseudo measurement, Bsdo, and its true value, B. When the CC is close to 1, it
indicates strong correlation. The correlation is weak when the CC becomes close to
0. The CC is computed as shown in Eq. (5.25).
CC =
∑n






where n is the number of sample elements, xi and yi represent the true and the
computed equivalent values, respectively, and x¯ and y¯ represent the mean of the true
and the computed values, respectively.
Figure 5.11 depicts the CC of the computed magnetic field pseudo measurement, for
the proposed algorithm, versus the change in  values. As  increases the correlation
becomes weak. This is expected, since increasing  means using magnetometers data
less frequent, and hence the computed magnetic field drifts away from the true one. It
is observed, however, that at small  values ( = 2 and  = 3) the computed magnetic
field pseudo measurement is strongly correlated with the true one.
A second parameter that measures the quality of the computed magnetic field pseudo
measurement is the scatter index (SI) which indicates statistically how the computed
quantity is scattered around the true one. The SI is computed as follows:
SI =
√∑n





Figure 5.12 depicts the SI for the proposed algorithm versus the change in  values.
As shown in fig. 5.12, smaller  values have less SI. Finally, the Normalized Root
Mean Square Error (NRMSE) can be used to assess the goodness of the computed
magnetic field pseudo measurement. Figure 5.13 depicts the NRMSE for the proposed
algorithm versus the change in . It can be concluded from the three parameters above
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Figure 5.11: The  parameter effect
on the CC of the computed Bsdo.
Figure 5.12: The  parameter effect
on the SI of the computed Bsdo.
Figure 5.13: The  parameter effect
on the NRMSE of the computed Bsdo.
Figure 5.14: The  parameter effect
on the normalized computational load
that lower the  value, the more accurate is Bsdo; moreover these curves can be used
to select a suitable value for  depending on the desired accuracy and performance. It
is also observed that no further improvement can be achieved for values of  beyond
8 in terms of maneuvering and activation times. This is expected since when  = 8,
the proposed duty cycle becomes δ¯ = 0.9625, in this case study, while at  = 12,
δ¯ = 0.975. Therefore, there is no significant improvement in δ¯ can be achieved when
increasing  beyond 8.
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Regarding the computational cost of the proposed algorithm, fig. 5.14 shows the varia-
tion of the computational load versus , normalized relative to the computational load
of the reference algorithm. The computational load is defined as the total required
computational cost needed throughout the maneuver, i.e. until the spacecraft settles
to the desired attitude. It is not the computational load per duty cycle. Clearly,
the proposed algorithm is significantly higher than the reference algorithm in terms
of the computational load. This can be explained since the proposed Bsdo compu-
tations involve in-line optimization, and eigenvalues and eigenvectors calculations.
Since the maneuver time is reduced by increasing , the total number of carrying out
the proposed algorithm will be reduced. This Leads to, in general, reducing the total
computational cost as  increases, as shown in fig.5.14. It is noted here that the results
obtained in fig. 5.14 are generated based calculations carried out using the Matlab
software, which is slow in general. An executable code would result in a significant
improvement in terms of the computational time for the proposed algorithm, while
not significantly affecting the computational time of the reference algorithm since
there is not much computations in the reference algorithm. As a result, it is expected
that the normalized computational time in fig. 5.14 can be reduced. In the following
Monte Carlo analysis, the  value is selected to be 3.
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Monte Carlo simulation analysis
Results are here presented for 4, 800 Monte Carlo simulation runs; 2, 400 for the
reference algorithm and 2, 400 for the proposed one. The 2, 400 runs is categorized into
240 different categories. Each category has its initial angular rates, initial quaternion,
and required attitude. These values are generated randomly and are the same for
both algorithms. So, each selection of the initial conditions and desired attitude is
simulated 10 times, and the results are reported for both the activation time and the
maneuver time (averaged over the 10 runs then normalized.) As a measure of the
estimation error, the SI and NRMSE are computed and averaged.
The results of the simulation runs are here discussed. Figure 5.15 depicts the his-
togram and the Gaussian fit of the improvement in maneuver time for the 240 cat-
egories. Figure 5.15 shows that the maneuver time of the proposed algorithm is
significantly less than that of the reference case. As shown in fig. 5.15, in some cases
the proposed algorithm achieves a reduction in the maneuver time of about 80%,
whereas in other cases there is almost no improvement in terms of the maneuver
time, compared to the reference algorithm. The mean value of the saving in terms of
the maneuver time is 27.25%, with 20.4% standard deviation.
The second comparison parameter is the activation time for the magnetic rods, which
is considered a measure for the power consumption. Figure 5.16 depicts the histogram
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Figure 5.15: Maneuver time reduc-
tion percentage for 2,400 Monte Carlo
runs for 240 different initial conditions.
Figure 5.16: Power saving percentage
for 2,400 Monte Carlo runs for 240 dif-
ferent initial conditions.
and the Gaussian fit of the improvement in mean of the total activation time of
the magnetic rods for the 240 categories. The savings in terms of the activation
time, using the proposed algorithm, goes up to about 55% in some cases. It is also
observed that in three categories, the proposed algorithm required more activation
time compared to the reference algorithm. In the other 237 categories the proposed
algorithm requires less activation time. It is also noted that in the three categories
where the proposed algorithms require more activation time, the proposed algorithm
achieves the target attitude in less maneuver time. The mean value for the power
saving using the proposed algorithm is 22.2%, with a 10.9% standard deviation.
Finally, regarding the computed Bsdo vector accuracy in the above Monte Carlo sim-
ulations, the SI and the NRMSE parameters are computed. For the SI parameter,
each one run resulted in a time history for Bsdo and B vectors. The SI is computed
for each component of Bsdo resulting in SIx, SIy, and SIz. An average for the three
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Figure 5.17: Scatter Index for 2,400
Monte Carlo runs for 240 different ini-
tial conditions.
Figure 5.18: The NRMSE for 2,400
Monte Carlo runs for 240 different ini-
tial conditions.
SI values is then computed for each run. For each category, an average SI is computed
for all runs in that category. Figure. 5.17 shows the obtained average values of the
SI. As can be seen in fig. 5.17, the average SI ranges between 0.05 and about 0.18,
which indicates good estimate of the Bsdo. The mean value of the SI of the 2, 400
Monte Carlo simulations is 0.076 with a standard deviation of 0.02.
For the NRMSE parameter, same process for SI is repeated here to get the average
NRMSE for each category. Figure. 5.18 shows the obtained average values of the
NRMSE. As can be seen in fig. 5.18, the average NRMSE ranges between 0.09 and
about 0.51. The mean value of the NRMSE of the 2, 400 Monte Carlo simulations is
0.1847 with a standard deviation of 0.0881.
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5.5 Verification of Magnetic Field Pseudo Mea-
surement Computation Using Real Data
This section is dedicated to verify the magnetic field pseudo measurement computa-
tion process that is presented in section 5.2. The verification process will be conducted
using real telemetry data from the CASSIOPE spacecraft. A brief overview over the
CASSIOPE spacecraft hardware configuration, mission and the available telemetry
data with its frequency is given in section 2.5.
The following steps and assumption are made:
(1) The spacecraft angular velocities bωbi are given for the body frame with respect to
the inertial frame using a gyroscope. The orbital angular velocity for elliptic orbit (the
CASSIOPE orbital eccentricity = 0.0744616) will be computed using the spacecraft




The CASSIOPE spacecraft is equipped with three star trackers to estimate the space-
craft attitude. The spacecraft attitude representation is given in the form of Euler
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angles that represent the spacecraft attitude with respect to the orbital frame re-
solved in the body frame. These Euler angles are transformed to Euler parameters,
qtru quaternion and used for computing the transformation matrix to transform
iωoi
to the body frame. Therefore, the quaternion can be propagated numerically using
Eqs. (2.1), (2.4), and (5.27).
(2) The gyroscope measurements are prone to bias and noise, which is assumed here
as a white noise. Both noise and bias can be handled online using the Extended
Kalman Filter [104]. However, in this case, and for the short maneuver periods in
hand, the bias will be handled first using batch optimization which finds the spacecraft
initial angular velocity. The initial quaternion is assumed available through the star
tracker. These initial conditions are used to propagate the quaternion qprog. The




‖qprog − qtru‖dt (5.28)
Subject to the dynamics Eq. (2.5), kinematics Eq. (2.1), and unity constraint of
quaternion.
(3) An accurate dynamic model of CASSIOPE is required to solve this optimization
problem. Toward that goal, the optimization problem is extended to include the
principal moments of inertia in the design variables; that is the design variables vector
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become (ωx,ωy,ωz,φ,θ,ψ, Ix, Iy, Iz). The initial inertia tensor [I] is given in Eq. (2.14).
The full inertia matrix Eq. (2.14) is used to compute the initial values of the principal
moments of inertia using the direction cosine matrix [A] as [I] = [A][Idiag][A]
T . The
direction cosine matrix [A] is a function of the three Euler angles [A(φ, θ, ψ)] ∈ R3×3
and it is unitary matrix and defined as follows:
[A(φ, θ, ψ)] =

CθCψ CθSψ −Sθ
SφCθCψ − CφSψ SφSθSψ + CφSψ SφCθ
CφSθCψ + SφSψ CφSθSψ − SφCψ CφCθ
 , (5.29)
where S. is the sine and C. cosine. [Idiag] is a diagonal matrix and its elements are
the principal inertia tensor parameters in X, Y and Z directions. They are the
singular values of the matrix [I]. By using the singular value decomposition method
[92] Eq. (5.5), where [M]x is replaced by [I], the outputs will be [Idiag] = [Λ] and
[A(φ, θ, ψ)] = [U ]. The initial principal moments of inertia are Ix = 215.9719[kg.m
2],
Iy = 193.5539[kg.m
2] and Iz = 185.5468[kg.m
2]. The initial values of the angular
velocities are initial gyro real measurements. Moreover, the initial values of the three











. Where Aij represents the component of the row i and column
j of the matrix [A(φ, θ, ψ)]. This constrained nonlinear multi-variable optimization
problem is solved using the Matlab fmincon function.
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(4) The output from the optimization process (initial angular velocity, and inertia
parameters) are used to find the angular velocity history via propagation. The op-
timized mean values of the principal inertia are very close to the initial values. In
fact, the means and standard deviations are found to be: µ(Ix) = 215.9752[kg.m
2],
µ(Iy) = 193.5545[kg.m
2], µ(Iz) = 185.5477[kg.m
2], σ(Ix) = 0.0058[kg.m
2], σ(Iy) =
0.0047[kg.m2] and σ(Iz) = 0.0008[kg.m
2]. In order to check the performance of the
optimization process, the error between the true attitude and the propagated one us-
ing the optimized parameters should be small. Figure 5.19, upper subplot, represents
the principal rational error angle Φ between the true attitude and the propagated one
which indicates a good optimization performance process.
The gyroscope bias is estimated. It is here assumed to be the difference between the
mean value of the propagated angular velocity and the measured angular velocity (this
is computed as the mean value of a polynomial fit for the measurements.) An Ex-
tended Kaman Filter (EKF) used to suppress the noises from these unbiased angular
velocity measurements. The EKF uses the following three diagonal covariance matri-
ces: initial state covariance P = diag(1 1 1)∗1e−5, measurement noise error covariance
R = diag(1 1 1)∗1e−2, and process noise error covariance Q = diag(1 1 1)∗1e−5, where
diag(x) means a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are x. Euler Eq. (2.5) is
used for propagating the spacecraft angular velocity in the EKF, while the unbiased
angular velocity is used as the measurement input to the EKF. The Jacobean matrix
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that will be used for computing the state transition matrix [φ] is as follows:
[F (x)] = [I]−1([Iω¯bo]x − [ω¯bo]x[I]) (5.30)
The linearized form of the measurements matrix is
[H] = [13x3] (5.31)
Figure 5.20 shows the unbiased measurement versus the estimated states using an
extended Kalman filter.
(5) The proposed algorithm here uses  = 3. Using fig. 5.1, the following steps are
performed to verify the magnetic field estimation algorithm:
1. At step time t1, it is assumed that the magnetic field measurements are available
and used in the control law. The time t1 is the start point for the proposed
algorithm.
2. At step time t2, the spacecraft angular velocity measurements are also available.
The magnetic field measurement along with the dipole moment command at t1
are used to compute the spacecraft magnetic applied torque. Including also the
reaction wheel torque and the computed gravity gradient torque, the resultant
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torque is used for propagating the spacecraft angular velocity. The EKF will use
both the spacecraft angular velocity measurement and the propagated angular
velocity to compute the refined angular velocity. In order to compute the space-
craft angular velocity derivative ω˙ numerically using the five-stencil method, at
least five consequence measurements are required with the same applied torque.
Therefore, an interpolation is used to compute theses velocities. Once the ω˙ is
computed numerically, the magnetic field will be computed as discussed in sec-
tion 5.2. This computed magnetic field is considered as the ambient magnetic
field around the spacecraft and will be used by the control law to compute the
required dipole moment that will be applied between t2 and t3 in fig. 5.1.
3. At step time t3, the same process and computations of t2 will be repeated
again to compute the magnetic field pseudo measurement Bsdo to be used. The
Bsdo at step time t2 is used instead of real magnetic field measurement for
angular velocity propagation, Once the guess of Bsdo is available, it can be
used to compute the required dipole moment M using Eq. (5.14), where the
control term Treq is given in the telemetry data, to be applied between t3 and
t3 + δ Ts, since the available time for activating the magnetic torque here is
only δ Ts = 0.07 [s]. Then after that, the magnetic rods will be switched off
for desaturation and preparation for the magnetometer measurements. Till this
point, the maximum allowable time for activating the magnetic rods is 0.27 [s]
for the proposed algorithm compared to 0.21 [s] for the reference case. The
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magnetic field measurements are taken every 0.3 [s] for the proposed algorithm
compared to 0.1 [s] for the reference case.
4. The process is repeated. The actions at step t4 are exactly the same as those
at step t1.
Figure 5.21 shows a good match between the magnetic field measurements, labeled
(True), and the magnetic field pseudo measurements, labeled (Estimated). Further-
more, the results demonstrate a good match between the given dipole moment, labeled
(True), and the computed one, labeled (Computed) as shown in fig.5.22. Figure 5.23
shows a good match between the magnetic torque, labeled (True), and the computed
one, labeled (Computed). Figure 5.19 renders the angle λ between the true and
estimated torque and the angle α between the true and the magnetic field pseudo
measurement vectors. For the second and third maneuvers, the magnetic field his-
tory for the true and the the magnetic field pseudo measurement values are shown in
figs. 5.24 and 5.25, which also demonstrate good performance.
For further assessment of estimating the magnetic field pseudo measurement and the
two consequence vectors, the dipole moment and torque, six parameters are used.
Table 5.3 presents six parameters that assess the estimation quality in each of the
three maneuvers considered above. For each maneuver, the first row presents these six
parameters for the magnetic field pseudo measurement Bsdo, the second row is for the
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Figure 5.19: Attitude error in princi-
pal rotation angle Φ, α and λ histories
for 1st maneuver.
Figure 5.20: Angular velocities from
unbiased gyroscope measurements and
the EKF output for 1st maneuver.
Figure 5.21: Magnetic field history for
1st maneuver.
Figure 5.22: Dipole moment history
for 1st maneuver.
Figure 5.23: Torque history for 1st maneuver
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Figure 5.24: Magnetic field history for
2nd maneuver.
Figure 5.25: Dipole moment history
for 3rd maneuver.
Table 5.3
Validation parameters for three maneuvers
No. CC SI NRMSE RMSE MAE Bias
0.826 0.033 0.033 1.51e−7 2.83e−8 1.13e−7 B
1st 0.994 0.039 0.039 0.192 0.013 0.153 M
0.999 0.013 0.013 1.40e−6 3.56e−8 1.07e−6 T
0.796 0.117 0.117 5.43e−7 1.43e−8 3.91e−7 B
2nd 0.823 0.174 0.174 0.501 0.019 0.351 M
0.997 0.053 0.053 2.96e−6 1.126e−7 2.14e−6 T
0.969 0.026 0.026 3.522e−7 1.95e−8 2.45e−7 B
3rd 0.994 0.056 0.057 0.303 0.032 0.204 M
0.996 0.034 0.033 4.35e−6 1.49e−7 2.86e−6 T
dipole moment M, and the third row is for the estimated torque T. These parameters
are the correlation coefficient (CC), the scatter index (SI), the normalized root mean
square error (NRMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), Bias, and root mean square error
(RMSE). The values presented in Table 5.3 are the mean values of the six parameters.
Good performance can be observed from this table in the three maneuvers.
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5.6 Conclusion
For magnetic attitude maneuvers, an algorithm for computing the ambient magnetic
field based on the spacecraft angular velocity measurements is developed. This algo-
rithm was used in this study to enable longer operation of the magnetic rods, and
hence reducing the maneuver time, power consumption and reducing the attitude
steady state error as proofed analytically by considering the duty cycle effect during
the stability analysis. The results confirmed the claimed advantages. A core algo-
rithm in this work is the algorithm that computes the ambient magnetic field pseudo
measurement based on the angular velocity rate. Real data from the CASSIOPE
spacecraft were used to validate this core algorithm. The validation demonstrated
that the magnetic field can be computed with a good accuracy. The computational
cost of the proposed algorithm is significantly higher than the reference algorithm due




A Spacecraft Attitude Estimation
Algorithm for Efficient Magnetic
Attitude Maneuvers
In magnetic attitude maneuvers, magnetic rods and magnetometers usually operate
alternatively, to avoid the rods’ noise effect on magnetometers. Because of that, the
magnetic rods operation time is reduced and there will be no control authority over
the spacecraft during the magnetometer measurement period. In the previous chap-
ter, a control scheme is developed that enable longer magnetic rods operation. Which
in turn will perform maneuvers in less time, using less power for the magnetic rods,
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and reduce the attitude steady state error. The key concept is replacing the real mag-
netic field measurement to what we called magnetic field pseudo measurement. By
applying a known command on the spacecraft and measuring the spacecraft response
(rotation), it is possible to compute the ambient magnetic field around the spacecraft.
The system mathematical singularity is solved using the Tikhonov regularization ap-
proach. However, this method is suffering from the high computational load demands
due to in-line optimization, and eigenvalues and eigenvectors calculations.
However, this chapter presents an estimation approach, for estimating both the space-
craft attitude and the magnetic field. An extended Kalman filter (EKF) is used in
the proposed approach. A relatively simple and fast dynamic model is developed for
use in the EKF. This chapter is different from the developed control scheme in the
previous chapter in the following aspects: 1) computing the pseudo measurements of
the magnetic field by measuring the spacecraft response to a known control command
is implemented here from a geometric point of view, as opposed to the Tikhonov reg-
ularization technique used in [62], 2) this work uses an attitude sensor, in addition to
the magnetometers, in the Multiplicative Extended Kalman Filter (MEKF), and 3)
the computational load of the proposed work here is much less than that in chapter 5
[62], and is comparable to the computational load of most exciting magnetic control
techniques in the literature, as will be shown in the simulation results. Therefore, the
control scheme developed in this chapter will be referred to as (attitude dependant
scheme). Whereas the one that developed in chapter 5 will be referred to as (attitude
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independent scheme).
6.1 Attitude Determination and Control System
This section presents the proposed algorithm for estimating the attitude and mag-
netic field for spacecraft attitude regulation. Here the target will be earth pointing
maneuver. First, a reference Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS)
algorithm is discussed highlighting the challenges that will be addressed in the pro-
posed algorithm. This reference algorithm will be used in the simulation section for
comparison and performance assessment of the proposed ADCS.
In the reference ADCS algorithm, the magnetic rods and the magnetometers are
assumed to operate at alternate times, as shown in fig. 6.1. Detailed discussion on
the time structure of the magnetic rods and magnetometer operation cycle is provided
in section 1.2.2. The lower part of fig. 6.1 shows several cycles of the magnetic rods
and the magnetometer activation periods. Also, the attitude estimation algorithm
typically updates the estimates for the quaternion q˜, the spacecraft angular velocity
ω˜, and gyroscope bias β each cycle. The upper part of fig. 6.1 shows the estimated and
measured quantities, and the times at which they are collected. The measurements
are: the angular velocity ω, the magnetic field B, and the sun direction Vsun for sun
sensor (any attitude sensor can be used such as earth horizon sensor).
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Figure 6.1: In the reference ADCS algorithm, the magnetic rods operate
on a duty cycle, alternating with magnetometers to avoid high noise on the
latter.
In this study, the proposed ADCS algorithm increases the duty cycle. This is achieved
by estimating the magnetic field parameters at some of the cycles, and hence elimi-
nating the need for magnetic field measurements in these cycles. At the core of the
proposed ADCS is an algorithm that estimates the magnetic field in these cycles (at
times t2 and t3) when the magnetometer measurements are not available; this algo-
rithm is presented in section 6.1.1. The upper part of fig. 6.2 illustrates the measured
and estimated quantities in each cycle. At each of the times t2 and t3, a calculated
magnetic field Bsdo is used as a pseudo measurement input to the estimator, instead
of the input magnetic field measurement B, which is available only at times t1 and t4.
The extended Kalman filter used in the proposed ADCS is presented in section 6.1.2.
Same control law described in section 5.3 is adopted for Earth pointing maneuver as
follows:
Treq = −(ζ2kpqv + ζkdωbo) (6.1)
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Figure 6.2: The proposed magnetic rods operation.
Where The control objective here is to derive the spacecraft body frame b to align
with the orbit frame o. Therefore, from Eq.(2.2), it follows that [R(q)] = 13x3. Thus
the objective is to design control law so that ωbo → 0 and qv → 0.
6.1.1 Magnetic Field Pseudo Measurement
The following discussion is dedicated to find the best guess of the magnetic field
pseudo Measurement vector Bsdo. When the magnetometer measurements are not
available, for projection based control strategy such as the one that used in this
entire study. However, here, the mathematical singularity problem will be solved from
a geometric point of view to avoid the high computational demands that required by
the Tikhonov regularization approach described in section 5.2. The process starts
by computing the spacecraft applied torque for known dipole command by measuring
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the spacecraft response (rotation) as we did in section 5.2.1 using dynamic model of
the spacecraft Eq. (2.5).
It is noted that the assumption of having a frequency of gyroscope measurements
collection at least five times higher than the control command frequency, is a reason-
able assumption, as discussed in [105]. The gyroscope measurements are subject to
gyroscope drift rate bias, random walk and misalignment errors. Therefore, an EKFω
is used for estimating the spacecraft angular velocity and bias vector whenever the
gyroscope measurements are available. This EKFω outputs the estimated angular
velocity, which is used for computing ω˙ as seen in the upper part of fig. 6.2, between
times t1−t2 and t2−t3. The propagation step in the EKFω inside the period ti−ti+1
is carried out assuming a constant magnetic field, which is obtained at ti, see also
fig. 6.2. The Angular velocity is filtered when estimating the bias vector in the EKFω.
The system model equations are Eqs. (2.5), (6.2) and (6.3):
ωmes = ω + β + ηv (6.2)
β˙ = ηu (6.3)
where ωmes ∈ R3 is the gyroscope output, β ∈ R3 is the gyroscope bias vector,
ηv ∈ R3 is the random drift noise and ηu ∈ R3 is the random walk drift noise. The
sate vector is x = [ωT βT ]T . The Jacobean matrix that will be used for computing
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the state transition matrix [φ] is as follows:
[F (x)] =
[I]−1([Iω¯bo]x − [ω¯bo]x[I]) −[13x3]
[03x3] [03x3]
 (6.4)
The state transition matrix [φ] is approximated by [φ] ≈ [13X3] + [F (x)] dt for small






The derivative of the angular velocity ω˙ can be computed using Eq (5.2). Then, an
estimation of the torque T˜ can be computed using the Euler dynamic model Eq (2.5).
Equations (5.14) and (2.7) imply that the torque, dipole moment and magnetic field
vectors are orthogonal to each other in the ideal case when Bsdo = B. Assuming that
Bsdo remains close to B, and given an estimate for dipole moment M˜ and T˜, it is
possible to compute the pseudo measurement vector, Bsdo, from a geometric point of







In addition, the magnitude of the pseudo measurement of ambient magnetic field
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vector can be computed as follows:
‖Bsdo‖ = ‖T˜‖‖M˜‖ (6.7)





Further analysis over the computation of Bsdo is carried out to check the effect of the
error in the torque and the dipole moment vectors, δT and δM, respectively. Where
δB, δT and δM represent error vectors added to the vectors B, T and M to get the
estimated vectors Bsdo, T˜, and M˜ as Bsdo = B+δB, T˜ = T+δT and M˜ = M+δM.
The torque error is due to the noises in the gyro measurements and the errors in
modeling the external disturbance torques such as gravity gradient, residual dipole
moment, and aerodynamic. In addition to the sensitivity of the spacecraft dynamic
model to the uncertainty in the moment of inertia. The error in the dipole moment
vector δM is due to the uncertainty in the actuator’s model, current noises and digi-
tization process in the measured commanded current to the actuators. The estimate
of the torque applied on the spacecraft is expressed as:
T˜ = M˜×Bsdo (6.9)
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Therefore, the torque error vector is as follows:
δT = M˜× δB + δM×B (6.10)
The most dominant term in Eq. (6.10) in the right hand side is the first term. There-
fore, Eq. (6.10) can be approximated as follows:
δT ≈ M˜× δB (6.11)
Where a bound υ ∈ R3 on the ambient magnetic field error vector, |δB| ≤ υ, is
added. To make this analysis easier to visualize and as we concern with direction of
magnetic field for the projection based control scheme, we express the error in each
vector in terms of the corresponding angle. Consider fig 1.1, it is possible to express
the error vector in the ambient magnetic field, δB in terms of the angle α as follows:
|α| < αυ (6.12)
where the angle α between the best guess Bsdo vector and the true one B should be
kept under a threshold angle αυ. The angle λ is the angle between the true applied
torque and the estimated torque T˜, and the angle η is the angle between the true
dipole moment and the estimated torque M˜.
Figure 6.3 shows the typical relation between the angles α and η for different values
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Figure 6.3: The relation between α and each of λ (the left vertical axis)
and η (the right vertical axis). The angles λ and η are varied and the
corresponding change in α is computed.
of λ where η is presented on the right vertical axis. For a wide range of the angle η,
there is almost no change in the angle α. In the same figure, the relation between the
angles α and λ for different values of η is plotted, where λ is presented on the left axis.
The correlation between α and λ is strong; consequentially λ has a significant impact
on δB. Figure 5.19 shows the angles λ and α history for the real data case presented
in section 5.4. In that real case, there is an agreement between the computed torque
and the true one to an acceptable accuracy as demonstrated in Fig. 5.19. Hence, it
can be concluded that the error in α is small, see the third subplot of Fig. 5.19, in the
estimation process described above, and hence the error δB is small. This completes
the process of computing the vector of the ambient magnetic field Bsdo, and completes
the calculations needed in the proposed control algorithm.
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6.1.2 Attitude estimation
A continuous-discrete MEKF [104] is used to estimate the following: the attitude
quaternion q˜, the angular velocity ω˜, and the magnetic field B˜. The measurements
used by this MEKF are the angular velocity from the gyroscope, the direction of the
sun from the sun sensor (or any inertial sensor), the magnetic field real measurements
B at times t1 and t4, and magnetic field pseudo measurements Bsdo at times t2 and
t3, see fig. 6.2. The state vector is xk = [ω
T
bo q
T BT ]T ∈ R10, and the error state





T ]T ∈ R9, where δqv ∈ R3 is the quaternion vector part
error. Let xk|k be the posterior estimate, and xk|k−1 be the a prior estimate. The
propagation and update steps of the MEKF are presented below.
State propagation
During the propagation step, the full state is integrated numerically, using a 4th order
Runge-Kuta integration for the nonlinear kinetic equations in Eq (2.5), and for the
kinematic model in Eq (2.1). However, for the propagation of the magnetic field
vector B, it is assumed that the derivative of the B vector at the orbit frame does not
change (i.e.
o
B˙ = 0) during the propagation step. This assumption is acceptable for
a small time step [51]. Consider the posterior estimated earth magnetic field vector
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Bk−1|k−1, computed at the time step k−1. The quaternion conjugate of the posterior
quaternion update at the time step k − 1 is q−1k−1|k−1. Then we can write:
oBk−1|k−1 = [R(q−1k−1|k−1)]Bk−1|k−1 (6.13)
where [R(q−1k−1|k−1)] is the transformation matrix from the body frame to the orbit
frame. The oBk−1|k−1 can be transformed to the body frame using the transformation
matrix [R(qk|k−1)]; hence assuming that
o




Equation (6.14) can be used to propagate the magnetic field vector. The covariance
matrix [P ] propagates in time according to the Riccati equation. However, for a
simpler numerical implementation, the following approximation is utilized [107]:
[P ]k|k−1 = [φtk,tk−1 ][Pk−1|k−1][φtk,tk−1 ]
T + [Qk−1] (6.15)
where [Qk−1] is the discrete-time process covariance matrix, and [φtk,tk−1 ] is the state
transition matrix. In order to find the state transition matrix [φtk,tk−1 ], a linearization
for the nonlinear models is carried out as detailed below.
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The derivative of the ambient magnetic field vector can be computed using the trans-
port theorem as follows [4, 82]:
B˙ = [R(q)]
o
B˙ + [B]x ωbo (6.16)
Equation. (2.4) is substituted into Eq. (6.16) assuming that
o
B˙ = 0 (small time step.)
The transformation matrix [R(q)] in Eq. (6.16) is approximated for small angles as:
[R(q)] ≈ [1]−2[qv]x. The linearized first order Taylor expansion version of Eq. (6.16)
results in the small-signal dynamic equation of the magnetic field as follows:
δB˙(t) = [B¯]x δωbo − 2[B¯]x[ω¯oi]xδqv − ([ω¯bi]x − [ω¯oi]x)δB (6.17)
Similarly, Eq. (2.5) and Eq. (2.7) can be used to write the small-signal dynamic
equation of the spacecraft angular velocity, where the disturbance torques are dropped
(disturbance torques are assumed to have expected values of zero.) The small-signal
dynamic equation of the angular velocity becomes:
δω˙bo(t) = [I]
−1 ( ([Iω¯bo]x − [ω¯bo]xI)δωbo + [M¯]xδB− [B¯]xδM) (6.18)
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Similarly, the small-signal dynamic equation of the quaternion is:
δq˙v(t) = 0.5[13x3]δωbo − [ω¯bo]xδqv (6.19)
The state transition matrix [φ] can be be approximated as [φ] ≈ [19x9] + [F (x)] dt
for small time step dt [106], where [F (x)] is the Jacobian matrix. The latter can be
computed from Eqs. (6.17), (6.18) and (6.19) to get:
[F (x)] =

[I]−1([Iω¯bo]x − [ω¯bo]x[I]) [03x3] [I]−1[M¯]x
0.5[13x3] −[ω¯bo]x [03x3]
[B¯]x −2[B¯]x[ω¯oi]x [ω¯oi]x − [ω¯bi]x
 (6.20)
where (¯.) are the nominal values and they are the apriori propagated values of the
state vector.
State update
A linearizion of the measurement model about the apriori state estimate is here carried




Assuming small angles, the transformation matrix can be approximated as: [R(q)] =
[R(q¯)][R(δq)] ≈ [R(qk|k−1)]([13x3] + [δqv]x). Using this approximation, the error in
the sun direction can be approximated as follows:
Vsun(k|k−1) − V¯sun(k|k−1) ≈ 2[V¯sun(k|k−1)]x δqv (6.22)
The linearized small error measurement model about the apriori state estimate can
be written as follows:






where Zk is the small-signal (error) measurement vector. At each measurement time a
Kalman gain is computed using Eq. (6.24). The measurements include the gyroscope,






The update step is carried out for each of the q, ω, and B states differently. The
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where ⊗ represents quaternion product. The magnetic field B, on the other hand,
is updated on two steps. Recall that the propagation step of B in Eq. (6.14) used
qk|k−1. Now that qk|k is available, the latter is used to get a better propagation of
B. This is carried out as follows: B+k|k−1 = [R(qk|k)]Bk|k−1. Then the magnetic field
is updated using this new propagated vector B+k|k−1 along with the error in magnetic
field vector δBk|k, which is computed using the associated part of the Kalman gain
and the measurements (or pseudo measurements) as follows:
Bk|k = B+k|k−1 + δBk|k (6.26)
ωk|k = ωk|k−1 + δωk|k (6.27)
Where the spacecraft angular velocity is updated using the standard conventional
approach Eq. (6.27). The estimated angular velocity bias vector (between ti times)
from EKFω is used here to update the angular velocity and will not be estimated at
times ti to reduce the computational cost, see the upper plot fig. 6.2. The estimation
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error covariance matrix [P ] is updated as follows:
[Pk|k] = ([19x9]− [Kk][Hk])[Pk|k−1] (6.28)
6.2 Numerical simulations
The goal of this section is to compare the proposed ADCS algorithm, which is shown in
fig. 6.2, to a reference standard algorithm. Then we will provide comparison between
the magnetic field pseudo measurement methods later. The spacecraft hardware
configuration, orbital, control algorithms parameters are the same as presented in
section 5.4.
Case study
For this sample case, fig. 6.4 depicts the time behavior of the satellite’s quaternion
for the reference case, (labeled “Ref”), along with the time behavior of the satellite’s
quaternion for the proposed algorithm with  = 5, (labeled “Proposed  = 5”). Figure
6.4 has three columns of subplots; the left column shows the time history in the first
orbit, the middle column shows the time history in the following three orbits, and the
right column shows the time history from the fifth orbit until the end of the ten-orbits
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Figure 6.4: Spacecraft quaternion his-
tory over time.
Figure 6.5: Spacecraft angular veloc-
ity and principal rotation angle error.
simulation period. The two horizontal lines in the middle column are the limits of the
desired attitude. As shown in fig. 6.4, the proposed algorithm can settle at the desired
attitude faster than the reference algorithm. The error between the true attitude and
the desired one in terms of the principal rotation angle φ is kept less than 2◦ most
of the time as shown in the upper subplot of fig. 6.5. Figure 6.5 depicts the time
behavior of the satellite’s angular velocity of the body frame w.r.t the orbit frame.
The proposed algorithm is able to preserve almost zero angular velocity vector after
settling the spacecraft at the desired attitude, as shown in the lower three subplots
in fig.6.5.
More on the comparison between the two algorithms is discussed next. Figure 6.6
represents the magnetic field time history of the estimated and true values. As can
be seen, a good match has been achieved. Later, six parameters will be presented to
assess the ambient magnetic field estimation performance.
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Figure 6.6: Ambient magnetic field
history over time.
Figure 6.7: Normalized Man. time,
PC and CL.
Figure 6.7 shows the normalized maneuver time (Man. time), the normalized power
consumption (PC) (on the left axis,) and the normalized computational load (CL) (on
the right axis,) for the proposed algorithm, for different values of . The normalized
PC and maneuver time are always less than 1, which means less power consumption
and less maneuver time compared to the reference algorithm, for all . Both the
PC and the maneuver time improve (decrease) as  increases, up to a point. As 
increases beyond the value of 6, the change in δ¯ becomes very small. For example,
the proposed duty cycle is δ¯ = 0.95 at  = 6, while at  = 10, it is δ¯ = 0.97, see
Eq. (5.1). Increasing , however, increases the computational load as shown on the
right vertical axis in fig. 6.7.
Figure 6.8 shows the change of the CC with  on the left axis. On the right axis,
the NRMSE and SI are depicted. The CC is close to 1, and the SI and NRMSE are
very small, indicating strong correlation between the estimated and the true magnetic
fields. Figure 6.9 shows the bias, RMSE, and MAE. The variation of all parameters
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Figure 6.8: CC, SI and NRMSE of the
Bsdo vector.
Figure 6.9: Bias, MAE and RMSE of
the Bsdo vector.
confirms that the lower the  the better ambient magnetic field estimation. In the
following Monte Carlo analysis, the  value is selected to be 6 which means δ¯ = 0.95
compared to δ = 0.7 in the reference algorithm.
Monte Carlo simulation analysis
Results are here presented for 11, 000 Monte Carlo runs; 5, 500 for the reference
algorithm and 5, 500 for the proposed algorithm. The 5, 500 runs is categorized into
550 different categories. Each category has different initial angular rates (true and
estimated), initial quaternion (true and estimated), bias vectors, and desired attitude.
These values are generated randomly, and are the same for both algorithms. Table
6.1 shows the estimate of the magnitude of the disturbance torques, in the worst-case
of the entire MC runs.
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Table 6.1
Worst-case disturbance torque magnitudes
Disturbance Magnitude [N.m]
Aerodynamic drag 5.19 10−9
Gravity gradient 1.04 10−8
Residual dipole 4.06 10−9
Solar radiation 1.07 10−9
Figure 6.10 depicts the reduction percentage in maneuver time for the 550 categories.
Figure 6.10 shows that the maneuver time of the proposed algorithm is significantly
less than that of the reference case. In some cases, the proposed algorithm achieves a
reduction in the maneuver time of about 80%, whereas in other cases there is almost
no improvement in terms of the maneuver time, compared to the reference algorithm.
The mean value of the savings in terms of the maneuver time is 31.4%, with 19.89%
standard deviation. In terms of the power consumption, the proposed algorithm re-
duces the normalized mean of the power consumption significantly compared to the
reference algorithm as shown in fig.6.11. The savings in terms of the power consump-
tion, using the proposed algorithm, goes up to about 57% in some cases. The mean
value for the power savings using the proposed algorithm is 24.97%, with 11.63%
standard deviation. The computational load is computed for the entire maneuver.
Overall, the proposed algorithm has higher computational load compared to the ref-
erence algorithm because of the additional computations in evaluating Bsdo and in
the MEKF magnetic propagation step. It is noticed that the computational load of
the proposed algorithm roughly needs about 32% more computational resources at
every time step. However, when the savings in the maneuver time is significant, the
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Figure 6.10: Maneuver time reduc-
tion percentage.
Figure 6.11: Power consumption re-
duction percentage.
Figure 6.12: Normalized computa-
tional load versus normalized maneuver
time.
Figure 6.13: The mean of the RMSE,
MAE and Bias at  = 6..
computational time of the proposed algorithm becomes less than that of the reference
algorithm, simply because the whole maneuver is complete in a significantly shorter
period of time, and hence the computations stop much sooner compared to the ref-
erence algorithm. This observation is evident in fig.6.12, where there is a strong
correlation between the savings in the maneuver time and the computational load
savings.
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Figure 6.14: The mean of the CC, SI
and NRMSE at  = 6.
Figure 6.15: Normalized maneuver
time for the proposed algorithm,  = 10
Table 6.2
Mean and standard deviation of the six parameters
Parameters Mean Standard deviation
RMSE 6.370 10−7 [Tesla] 3.167 10−8 [Tesla]
Bias 6.376 10−8 [Tesla] 2.979 10−8 [Tesla]




Finally, regarding the estimated magnetic field parameters in the above MC simula-
tions, all six parameters are computed as follows. Figure. 6.13 shows the computed
average values of the RMSE, Bias and MAE in all categories. As can be seen in
fig. 6.13, the average values indicate good estimate of the magnetic field. Figure. 6.14
shows the computed average values of the CC, SI and NRMSE. A strong correla-
tion and less scattering is also observed in these MC runs. The mean and standard
deviation values for the six parameters are presented in table 6.2.
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Magnetic Field Pseudo Measurement Methods Comparison
In this section, a compression is considered between the methods for computing the
magnetic field pseudo measurement to be used with the proposed ADCS. The method
that solves the mathematical singularity from geometric point of view, see section
6.1.1, will be labeled (Approach I). The method that solves the mathematical sin-
gularity using the Tikhonov regularization approach, see section 5.2, will be labeled
(Approach II). A 50 different regulation maneuver cases are performed with  = 10.
Where each case has different initial conditions and different noise seeds for the sen-
sor’s measurements. The maneuver time reduction, magnetic rods power saving and
the total required computational resources for both approaches normalized with the
results from the reference case are presented for the 50 cases in Figs. 6.15, 6.16 and
6.17 respectively. As can been seen from Figs. 6.15 and 6.16 that both approaches
have almost the same saving in maneuver time and magnetic rods power consump-
tion. However, approach II has the less required computational load. That was
expected as approach I needs to compute the Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors for the
[M ]x. Moreover, an in-line 1-D optimization process is required to find the optimal
regularization parameter α for the L-curve criteria [62].
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Figure 6.16: Normalized power con-
sumption for the proposed algorithm,
 = 10
Figure 6.17: Normalized computa-
tional load for the proposed algorithm,
 = 10
6.3 Verification of magnetic field Pseudo Measure-
ment Computation using real data
This section is dedicated to verify the magnetic field pseudo measurement computa-
tion process that is presented in section 6.1.1. The verification process will be con-
ducted using real telemetry data from the CASSIOPE spacecraft. A brief overview
over the CASSIOPE spacecraft hardware configuration, mission and the available
telemetry data with its frequency is given in section 2.5. Furthermore, the procedures
for estimating the angular velocity bias and inertia tensor elements are discussed in
details in section 5.5.
Here, another EKFB is used for magnetic field estimation, where the pseudo measure-
ment Bsdo is the EKFB input measurement. The magnetic field propagation model
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Eq. (6.14) propagates the magnetic field using the attitude parameters obtained from
the star tracker. The following three diagonal covariance matrices are used: ini-
tial state covariance [P ] = diag(1 1 1) ∗ 2e−6, measurement noise error covariance
[R] = diag(1 1 1)∗0.5e−4, and process noise error covariance [Q] = diag(1 1 1)∗0.5e−8.
The magnetic field is filtered and estimated for the real data case where the system
model equation is Eq. (6.14) and the measurement are the pseudo measurements, see
sections 6.1.1 and 5.2, or the true ones. The Jacobean matrix that will be used for
computing the state transition matrix [φ] is as follows:
[F (x)] = [R(qk|k−1)][R(q
−1
k−1|k−1)] (6.29)
The linearized form of the measurements matrix is as in Eq. (5.31). It is worth noting
that the two EKFs can be combined together (the one that estimates the angular
velocity (EKFω) and the one that estimates magnetic field (EKFB)). However, they
are implemented separately in this study.
For the first 200 sec maneuver, using  = 5, fig. 6.18 shows the un-biased angular ve-
locity measurement versus the estimated one using the EKF. The good match proves
that the rigid body dynamic model is able to reasonably represent the CASSIOPE
spacecraft dynamic motion. Figure 6.19 shows the comparison between the x com-
ponents of each of the real magnetic field measurement (labeled “True”), the pseudo
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Figure 6.18: Angular velocities his-
tory from unbiased gyroscope measure-
ments and the EKF output for 1st ma-
neuver.
Figure 6.19: Magnetic field history in
the X direction for 1st maneuver.
Figure 6.20: Magnetic field history in
the Y direction for 1st maneuver.
Figure 6.21: Magnetic field history in
the Z direction for 1st maneuver.
measurement Bsdo (labeled “Computed”,) and the EKF estimated values (Labeled
“Estimated”).
Figures 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21 render the good performance of the estimation process in
the x, y and z directions, respectively. The six-validation parameters are computed
for different values of  and the results are plotted in figs 6.22 and 6.23. The results
here are in agreement with the conclusions from the Monte Carlo analysis; the lower
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Figure 6.22: CC, SI and NRMSE of
the estimated magnetic field for 1st ma-
neuver.
Figure 6.23: Bias, MAE and RMSE
of the estimated magnetic field for 1st
maneuver.
Figure 6.24: Angular velocities his-
tory from unbiased gyroscope measure-
ments and the EKF output for 2nd ma-
neuver.
Figure 6.25: Magnetic field histories
for the 2nd maneuver.
the  the better the magnetic field estimation accuracy.
Another maneuver of 300 s duration is also verified. The angular velocities histories
are shown in fig.6.24. The magnetic field estimation values compared with the pseudo
measurements and the true measurement are plotted in fig. 6.25. The magnetic field
estimation accuracy is good, as evident from fig. 6.25. This is also confirmed by the
values of the six validation parameters, which are listed in table 6.3, for this maneuver,
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Table 6.3
Validation parameters for the second maneuvers
CC SI NRMSE RMSE [Tesla] MAE [Tesla] Bias [Tesla]
0.997 0.021 0.022 3.357e−7 4.852e−8 1.844e−7
using  = 5.
It can be concluded that, the magnetic field estimation process is further refined
by using the proposed ADCS scheme compared to the one that only computing the
magnetic field pseudo measurement. This better estimate accompanied by lower
computational demands if the magnetic field pseudo measurement process is carried
out by the approach in section 6.1.1. Also it is observed that both approaches in
section 6.1.1 and 5.2 almost have the same performance in terms of power consumption
and maneuver time.
6.4 Conclusion
An estimation algorithm was presented for spacecraft attitude that enables more effi-
cient operation of the magnetic rods in attitude maneuvers. The proposed algorithm
estimates the spacecraft attitude, in addition to the magnetic field, at the times
when the magnetometer is not used. The magnetic field estimation process using
the proposed MEKF gives better results compared to the approaches that compute
the magnetic field pseudo measured only. The attitude error is within an acceptable
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accuracy for small spacecraft. An improvement in terms of the maneuver time and
power consumption is fulfilled with acceptable computational demands . The mag-
netic field estimation process was tested against real data from CASSIOPE mission,
and demonstrated good estimation accuracy.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter starts by the conclusion of the proposed work. Then the possible exten-
sion work as a future topics
7.1 Conclusion
1. For the detumbling maneuver, a novel variant of the B-dot law (TOC B-dot law)
is developed. A substitute of spacecraft angular velocity is extracted from the
derivative of the measured ambient magnetic field information. This substitute
of spacecraft angular velocity is used for computing the required torque to satisfy
the TOC without measuring the angular velocity. Most work in the literature,
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uses the derivative of the measured ambient magnetic field as an indication of
the spacecraft angular velocity. An improvement in detumbling time, power
consumption and system stability is achieved using the proposed TOC B-dot
law.
2. Another variant of the B-dot law (PMP B-dot law) is developed in the context
of the optimal control theory. This control is derived from the first order op-
timality necessary conditions using the Pontryagin Minimum Principal, where
the control effort is constrained. It has been shown that the Triple Orthogo-
nality Condition (TOC), among the spacecraft’s applied torque, the generated
dipole moment and the ambient magnetic field vectors are the most effective
solution. Furthermore, this law uses the extracted spacecraft angular velocity
from the derivative of the measured ambient magnetic field as the case with
the TOC B-dot law. The results show that the performance of both laws, TOC
B-dot law, and PMP B-dot law, is very close.
3. Most existing B-dot laws in the literature neglect a residual term, which leads
to a conclusion that these B-dot laws are asymptotically stable. This work has
demonstrated that these B-dot laws are actually only Langrange stable when
the residual term is taken into consideration.
4. An angular velocity-based detumbling control law is derived from the first or-
der necessary conditions of optimality using the Pontryagin Minimum Principal.
The performance is demonstrated to achieve detumbling in less maneuver time
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compared to most existing similar algorithms. This is confirmed through anal-
ysis and numerical simulations.
5. Considering intermittent activation of the magnetic rods for the proportional
derivative control law for three-axis attitude maneuver, it is shown that the
system is stable in the sense of Lagrange stability. There will be steady state
error that is function of the disturbance torque, duty cycle and proportional
gain. The steady state error is inversely proportional to the average duty cycle.
Therefore, increasing the magnetic rods duty cycle reduces the steady state
error.
6. A novel efficient control scheme that enables the magnetic rods longer operation
is developed, by replacing the need for real magnetic field measurement with
magnetic field pseudo measurement. The principal of the proposed scheme is
to measure the rotational motion of the spacecraft when applying known mag-
netic dipole moment command. A Tikhonov regularization method is used
to extract the magnetic field pseudo measurement information in this singular
problem. The results confirm the less maneuver time with less power consump-
tion achieved; yet high computational demands are required. furthermore, a
validation cases are conducted using the CASSIOPE real telemetry data.
7. A complete attitude determination and control scheme is further developed
that estimates the controller required information (angular velocity, attitude
information, and magnetic field). This control scheme is implemented through
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Multiplicative Extended Kalman Filter (MEKF) that uses a relatively simple
and fast dynamic model for the magnetic field along with dynamic and kinematic
models. The results and the real data validation cases from CASSIOPE mission
show that the estimation process using MEKF is effective in estimating the
magnetic field and the spacecraft states.
7.2 Future Work
In this section, several possible extension of the work presented in this dissertation
are outlined.
1. The problem of minimum-time spacecraft three-axis attitude maneuvers using
magnetic rods shall be studied in the context of optimal control theory. It is
recommended to treat the magnetic field as a function of time and spacecraft
attitude, where the evolution of the attitude depends on the angular velocity,
which depends on the control. Therefore, it seems a full treatment of the prob-
lem would need to include the attitude in the state vector, and correspondingly
expand the co-state vector. This future work was pointed out by an anonymous
reviewer of one of the publications produced from this dissertation.
2. The effect of the intermittent operation of the magnetic rods in magnetic three
axis attitude control using PID controller; especially from the stability and
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steady state error perspectives.
3. Recently, the RemoveDEBRIS satellite in a recent successful experiment in
September 2018 has demonstrated a new technology to catch a space debris
from Surrey Space Center at Surrey University in UK, along with other sev-
eral partners. The experiment successfully captured a deployed target CubeSat
(that mimics a space debris), from mother spacecraft, by launching a net. Then
the small spacecraft, CubeSat, deployed a large drag sail to increase the Cube-
Sat deceleration and return to the earth atmosphere 1 [108, 109]. Due to the
large number of space debris, such a technology will require many small space-
craft, CubeSats. The lifetimes of these CubeSats are very short; and only a
coarse attitude control system is needed. Therefore, low cost-effective solutions
are highly desirable. The proposed control schemes that used for extending the
magnetic rods activation time, may be used on such CubeSats for that purpose,
by extending the number of combined cycles to infinity. In other words, remov-
ing the magnetometer for this limited time missions. Or using the proposed
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